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“First in War, First in Peace, First in the Hearts of His Countrymen”
BI-CENTENNIAL POEM
(Written especially for the Celebration of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of George Washington)
By EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man With the Hoe"

A Spartan mother called him into Time,
And kindled duty in him as a flame;
While he was schooled by the primeval hills
Of old Virginia—schooled by her mighty woods,
Where Indians war-whooped and the wild beast prowled.
His name was written on no college scroll;
But he drank wisdom from the wilderness.
The mountains poured into his soul their strength,
The rocks their fortitude, the stars their calm.

He grew a silent man;
Yet carried on all roads
The lofty courtesies, the high reserves.
He seemed to know, even in this noise of time,
The solemn quiets of Eternity.
But fiery energy, a live crater, slept
Under that mountain calm; yet never blazed
Into a passion, save in some black hour
When craven souls betrayed the people. Then
He was all sword and flame, a god in arms.

WASHINGTON
OUR COUNTRY'S PRIDE AND FAME

Man of the out-of-doors who loved
The trails through forests wide;
Afoot, ahorse, at home was he,
From dawn till eventide.
.i
Self-disciplined in character,
With faith and brotherhood;
Throughout the years, from first to last
He served the common good.

With the heart of a child, the wisdom of a sage.
He toiled with no self to serve.
He grew in greatness, year by luminous year
Until he carried empire in his brain.
Yet if no Cause, no high commanding Cause,
Had called him to the hazard of the deed,
None would have guessed his power
To build a nation out of chaos, give
To her the wings of soaring destinies.
But at the Hour, the People knew their Man,
The one ordained of Heaven, ordained to stand
In the deadly breach and hold the gate for God.

And when the Scroll was signed and the glad Bell
Oi Independence echoed round the world.
He led his tattered host on stubborn fields.
Barefoot and hungry, thru the ice and mire—
Thru dolors, valors, desperations, dreams—
. Thru Valley Forge on to world-startling hours
• When proud Cornwallis yielded up his sword.
' And all the way, down to the road's last bend,
1 Cool Judgment whispered to his listening mind.
Where there was faltering, he was there as faith;
Wnere there was weakness, he was there as strength;
Where there was discord, he was there as peace.
His trust was in the Ruler of Events—
In Him who watches. He could say, “The ends
Are in God s hand. I trust,
Eut while I trust I battle." In this creed,
His soul took refuge and his heart found rest,
When, after Yorktown, all the guns were husht,
Still was our Chieftain on a battle line,
Fighting old laws, old manners, old beliefs.
He fought the outworn old,
And lit new torches for the march ahead.

Life tried his soul by all the tests of time—
By hardship, treachery, ingratitude;
Yes, even by victory and the loud applause.
When fortune flung to him a crown, he flung
The bauble back and followed the People’s dream.
He turned from all the tempters,
Stood firm above the perils of success—
Stood like Monadnock high above the clouds.
He did the day's work that was given him;
He toiled for men until he flamed with God.
Now in his greatness, ever superbly lone.
He moves in his serene eternity,
Like far Polaris wheeling on the North.

Vision was his, the colonies
A nation one and free;
Time, talents, leadership he gave,
That it might come to be.

As citizen, and statesman wise,
Premier president;
Untarnished his escutcheon,
He stands pre-eminent.
Illpstrious! With love we speak
His great and honored name;
The first among Americans,
Our country's pride and fame.
Henry Felton Huse.

North Haven, Me.

“George

GOV. GARDINER’S
PROCLAMATION
A proclamation that "the citizens of this
State shall make due observance of Mon
thly, Feb. 22, as the two hundredth anni
versary of the birth of George Washing
ton,” was issued by Governor Gardiner.
“Because it is traditional with our peo
ple to revere the memory of those who
have bequeathed to us examples of clear
vision, high courage and devotion to God
and country," the proclamation read, “it
is fitting that the citizens of Maine shall
reverently observe, this month, the twohundredth anniversary of the birth of
George Washington.
“This is a time when we may. be espe
cially inspired by lessons of fortitude, pa
triotism and resourcefulness that may be
learned through a study of the life of
George Washington. Let us, therefore,
celebrate the bicentennial of his birth ln
thankfulness that he came to lead us, as
soldier and statesman, through the
struggles of our early years, and in glad
ness that his spirit is immortal, ever guid
ing us as we strive to build upon founda
tions which he so firmly laid.”

WASHINGTON ESSAY

WASHINGTON ESSAY

(By Mary Haskell, winner of first prize in High School contest,
Girls' Division).

(By Horace Booth, winner of first prize in High School contest,
Boys' Division).

We think of Washington as the
hero of our nation, as an establisher of traditions, a character to be
always commemorated and his great
deeds planted firmly in the hearts
of the children of our country. He
is all of that and more, as is shown
by his public addresses which have
lived through one hundred and fifty
years of peace and war. Among the
most important of these addresses
is his “Farewell Address,” which was
delivered at the close of his second
term, Sept. 17, 1796, as the first
President of the United States. In
It he gave some advice and instruc
tions to the citizenry of the new na
tion. Much of this advice and many
of the instructions have helped to
build up our country and are one of

the reasons that the United States is
now the greatest nation of the world.
He especially stressed the need of
unity of government; first, as related
to the Individual; second, as related
to sections; and third, as related to
the government as a whole. By
unity of government he meant the
close coherence of individuals and of
sections; the uniting of forces with
one common object—a better and
greater nation.
He puts across the idea that the
individual is benefited by unity of
government by reason of the protec
tion and rights afforded him at home
and abroad under the constitution of
the United States. He is likely to
feel more safe in a foreign country
(Continued on Page Eight)

“He whose sword hath freed a na
tion,
Strikes the offered sceptre down.
See the throneless Conqueror seated.
Ruler by a people's choice;
See the Patriot’s task completed;
Hear the Father's dying voice!
'By the name that you lnhetlt.
By the sufferings you recall.
Cherish the fraternal spirit.
Love your country first of all' ”
—Oliver W Holmes.

When Washington Took the Oath of Office As President of the United
States—“First In the Hearts of His Countrymen"

George Washington first gave to
this country the ideals which we to
day hold most noble. He urged us to
strive to live in harmonious brother
hood; and he gave to us the highest
sense of patriotism that has ever
existed In any age of man.
This remarkable man has set for
us by his deeds and sacrifices an ex
ample which has since proved most
contagious. In his life of farmer,
soldier and statesman, he always

considered the interests of his coun
try as paramount. His whole being
was devoted to the land which he so
loved. He was constantly being
called upon to sacrifice and give up
personal wish in order to serve his
country. During the whole Revolu
tion he placed himself at the service
of the nation, and braved countless
dangers and hardships. Later when
he would have preferred to enjoy the
happiness of his home, he unselfish
ly came forward at the call of his
people to help found the govern
ment, and carry the country out of
the overwhelming difficulties which
pressed on every hand.
This spirit of love and devotion
was communicated to his compatri-

(Continued on Page Eight)

OUR OFFICIAL
OBSERVANCE
At I 2 o’clock noon Wash

ington’s Birthday the na
tional salute will be fired by

the local battery, church

bells will be rung and the
fire alarm signal will be

sounded.

A Scene Dear To the Heart of Every Schoolboy-Washington Crossing the Delaware

The Wedding of George and Martha Washington
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb 18. 1932. there was printed a total of
0182 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public, j

Trust in the Lord, and do good; so
shalt thou dwell in the land, and
verily thou shalt be fed—Psalms

ADVANCE ON THE CAPITOL

Judge Gould Gave Rotarians
Interesting
Washington Maine Lobstermen, Headed By Commissioner Crie Start
For Washington To Aid White-Nelson Bill
Talk

Judge Edward K. Gould, student
extraordinary of history in general
end of Washington and Knox in
j
particular, was at the top of his
form at yesterday's Rotary meeting
and the result was a ge mine treat
for the club and its numerous
visitors.
Talking informally, the speaker
managed to work into his brief talk !
a number of entirely new and in
triguing anecdotes concerning the
“mighty man of valor" and his illus- J
trious young commander of the artil
lery. It seemed exceptional to the
speaker that where history shows
most men of world renown spend
ing many arduous years in laying the
foundations of their later work,
Washington came all unprepared,
actually born to greatness.
He drew interesting comparisons
between the idealistic, all too perfect
Washington of Stuart’s gifted brush
! and an old and rare photograph of
j the actual Washington, taken in his
j Masonic robes and showing the sag
ging shoulder and great false teetli
that were characteristic of the man.

Washington at this time would neces
sarily be an echo of what has been
said or written times without num
ber and would profit the busy reader
but little in these days when countrywide bi-centennial exercises for the
most distinguished American are fill
ing the air and the columns of the
press to an extent without precedent.
Every schoolboy has a vivid idea of
the important part which Washing
ton occupies in history’s pages, and
every adult is familiar with the high
lights of the first President's career,
from the moment of the cherry tree
incident. All historians have not
dealt kindly with Washington—nor
have they with any other President,
for that matter, and that prejudice
still exists against his memory may
be noted in the incident down in New
Jersey where a pastor has barred
Washington memorial services in his
church because he was "an unChristian leader,” and because he
"drank and gambled.” It would prob
ably be absurd to claim that George i
Washington did not have weaknesses
and probably most persons do not
take too seriously the legendary claim
that the Father of His Country never
told a lie, but down through the years j
has come his undying fame, which
will find expression during the next
week in the *most remarkable series of
demonstrations and tributes ever pre
sented in behalf of any man the
world ever knew. Rockland citizens,
figuratively, will join in that parade
rather than follow the example of the
New Jersey pastor and not a few writ
ers who have traduced his memory.

Every-Other-Day

Twenty-four men representing the
lobster producing counties of Maine,
left this morning for Washington,
D. C. where they will champion the
cause of the White-Nelson lobster bill
now pending in Congress. Heading
the delegation was Maine's commis
sioner of sea and shore fisheries,
Horatio D. Crie. who said his sym
pathies are with the under dogs—the
fishermen from seven lobster produc
ing States.
The delegates who left with Mr.
Crie today are Orville Guptill. Bar
Harbor .Howard Maxwell. Cape Eliza
beth. Walter McIntire. Peak's Island.
Mortimer Harris. Portland. Walter
McLean. Portland. Charles Thomas,
Bailey Island. Harvey Barlow. Boothbay. Rupert Reillv. New Harbor. Wil
liam Cook. Tenant's Harbor, E. S.
loud. Vinalhaven. Emaron J. Faton.
Stonington. A. M. Hatch. Stonington.
Harry Johnson, Swan's Island. George
Hadlcck. Ellsworth. Gilbert Gerrish,
Winter Harbor, W. O. Beal. Jonesport, C. II. Beal. Beals, Raymond
Teel Frenchboro, Charles E. Smith.
Cutler. George Berry. Southwest
Harbor, Clarence Smith, Southwest
Harbor, Raymond McIntire, West
Point and Capt. Sherman Jameson.
Friendship.
» » » •

worn out. and with no money to buy
new gear for this year's fishing, this
being true how under the sun are the
fishermen going to make a living, lob
ster fishing, unless they get relief
and that relief must cofne through
some form of Federal Legislation.
"The White-Nelson Bill now pend- |
ing in Congress may need , amend
ments to fit conditions in every State
but it is surely a start in the right
direction and when it comes before
the Committee, Representatives of
the fishermen from every lobster
producing state should be present and
if necessary it should be amended in
a wav that will protect every fisher
man's rights against unjust competi-;
tion from foreign lobsters and lobster
meat.
"When a bill appears in a State
legislature about the first thing that
you will hear is this: ‘I wonder what
that fellow is trying to put across'
Now. most everyone seems to be a
little suspicious of the other fellow
and when a bill appears in Congress
frem one State, it is not to be won
dered at that other States get suspi
cious. That is what has happened to
some extent to the White-Nelson
bill, which happened to come from
Maine.
Because Maine adjoins
Canada it is in a better position to
see what is actually taking place,
than States farther away from the
border. Maine can see the necessity
for protection if the fishermen of the
United States are to make a living in
the future.
"The bill was drawn and presented
by a Maine Senator and Congress
man. They did just what they
thought was right, there is no
auestion about that but since the
bill was presented there seems to be
objections from other states: there is
no question but what these objections
can be ironed out and a bill finally ’
presented that will benefit every lob- j
ster fisherman, if every state
will send a delegation of fishermen to
Washington.”

“The White-Nelson bill, if enacted
into law with few changes, will mean
the salvation of every lobster fisher
man in the United States, but if de
feated the lobster fishermen will be
unable to make a living." said Com
missioner Crie. "We might just as
well realize now. what we are up
against and fight as never before for
our actual existence.
"Canada has the lobsters and can I
produce them cheaper than they can
be produced bv the fishermen here,
and Canadians intend to market their
product in the United States just as
long as they can. They are not to,
blame for doing it. but we are to
blame, if we continue to let them
flood our markets with lobsters and
lobster meat, because it reduces the
price of our high grade, New England
MOORE IN A PANIC
lobsters to such a low level, that our
lobster fishermen cannot make a liv
Local Contributor Makes An
ing wage at lobster fishing.
“I cannot understand why the
Intensive Study of La FolMiddle Atlantic Fisheries Association
has decided to oopose the White-Nel
lette Questionnaire
son Bill, because Canada is already
Judge Edward K. Gould. Student of selling lobsters, shorter than nine
Rockland, Feb. 15
inches in length, in the Mid-western Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
History ,
States; also quantities of lobster
Reading in a recent issue of your
meat, and as shipping facilities are
Yet in both instances the calm, al improved, more and more lobsters paper, the questionnaire submitted by
most austere dignity of the eye and and lobster meat will be shipped di Senator LaFollette, and the answers
the stern commanding personality, rect to all markets of the United submitted by some one in Rockland
probably the actual savior of the States, until they have entire control. who did not sign his name. I came to
» * ♦ ♦
cause, were apparent. The speaker
the fact that it takes $11 to take care
noted the marked differences of
“Then what is going to happen to J of an average family of four persons.
Washington and Knox which possi the fishermen, dealers and the com- 1 Immediately I was in a panic, think
bly accounted for their loyal friend mission men? They will be out of ing that the applicants were living
ship. The former was extremely re business entirely, and the Canadian on sirloin steak and mushrooms
served, sparing of words and smiles, dealers will be sitting pretty. It sure- cream puffs, etc.: while we are re
fond of formality and moderate Iv cannot be, that the Middle Atlantic stricted to lamb flank and salt fish
The most important public utter habits. Knox was inclined to ex Fisheries Association is so nearsight
So I thought to investigate a little.
ance delivered by Hon. Frederick excesses. was hail-fellow-well-met-, ed. that thev cannot see what is going One of our local storekeepers was
to
happen
because
they
are
a
body
of
fond
of
informal
company
and
popu

kind enough to furnish a list allowed
Hala, since Maine sent him to the
lar in every circle. It is a matter of intelligent men and are handicapped
upper branch of our National Legis record that the President urged by not knowing the whole truth of I by the city, not all items being
allowed every week.
lature, was his recent speech on the Knox to liven up his banquet table. what is going on in Canada. I believe.
I find that the applicant is allowed
“
When
good
weather
comes
in
the
necessity for an adequate Navy. As Too, invaluable aid in the conversa
$4.50 at the most for groceries and
spring,
so
many
lobsters
are
caught
meat. A quarter ton of soft coal
chairman of the important Naval j tions with the French was lent by
and shipped into the United States
Affairs committee Mr. Hale naturally Knox who was an able linguist. The from Canada that they flood the every two weeks is also allowed. This
has the interests of that department J inventory of his huge library, now markets; then down goes the price, brings the total weekly allowance to
in the records of Lincoln County,1
$5.88. In some cases perhaps rent
very much at heart, and it follows I shows over a third of the books in and the fishermen here cannot get must be paid, add $2.50 a week.
enough money for a day's catch of
This falls far short of $11. Even
logically that he has given the subject French.
♦ ♦ » *
lobsters to pav actual expenses. This the largest families don't get that
a more intensive study than any
To Judge Gould the most impres situation might be tolerated if the much. Doctor bills can’t be added, as I
other man. He sums uo the situation sive Washington was he of Valley! public received the benefit, but the the city physician gets a salary out- !
aptly when he says that a Navy Forge who held the wreck of a shat- consumer seldom, if ever, knows when side the poor appropriation. A large
which has more than the requisite ! tered, starving, poorly clothed and lobsters are cheaD by the price he has part of the cjpthing given is donated.
to pav. When the fishermen were
strength is not needed while a Navy fed army together by sheer courage receiving 14 cents a pound for their In fact, the city has drawn the line
at buying clothes.
and personality alone. Another in
that has less does not meet the pur teresting angle of the Valley Forge lobsters, hotels were charging from
Another question deals with the J
$1
to
$2.50
for
a
broiled
live
lobster,
poses for which it exists. To allow it winter is that General Howe, com
number of people being helped by the
and
from
75
cents
to
$1.50
for
a
lob

city. In answer they include all un- !
to fall below the proper strength for mander in chief of the strong British
ster salad. The markets, with few
purposes of economy is obviously not forces only seven miles distant, did exceptions, located a short distance employed. Now we all know that the
city will not help an unmarried man.
an economy, but a gamble on the i not crush the colonials (as he might from the coast line, were charging He is like a stray dog or cat. he must
readily have done) due to a loss of
chances that no call will be made for morale through the terrible punish- from 50 cents to 75 cents per pound . rustle his own living. The work
the use of our full naval strength. I ment inflicted on his troops by the for live lobsters. That doesn't sound given by the unemployment relief,
as though cheap lobsters were bene committee is not evenly distributed.:
Members of the Baptist Men’s farmers under General Artemus fiting the public very much.
Some have fairly steady work, some ;
Ward
at
the
battle
of
Bunker
Hill,
* * * *
League listened with interest to the
none. Even at the best,-the results i
i the most sanguinary engagement of
"If the White-Nelson Bill is enact are inadequate; it can’t be expected.
allusion to this subject made by Clif the Revolution He lent point to
ed
into
law
it
will
probably
increase
In short. LaFollette’s questionnaire j
ton D. Gray, president of Bates Col many of the stories by the use of a
the price of lobsters a few cents per
lege. “X am not a big Navy man,” group of Washington pictures gath pound to the fishermen. That in will result in a lot of misinformation,
wholly at variance with facts, and like
said President Gray, “but I am not in ered from various sources.
crease will be sufficient to give them
visiting Rotarians were Col. a living wage, and the consumer will all statistics, not to be relied upon.
favor of disarming regardless of the E. The
The burden upon every community ■
A Robbins Louis A. Wardwell and
others." In other words we should A1 Daugherty of Camden. The guests never know there has been any is large but "padding" does not help
, change in price. The hotels and res- i out. If the public at large gets the;
have the Naval strength maintained included H. H. Stickney of Belmont, I taurants will still be able to do busi
idea that the city will give $11 a week,
by Great Britain, Japan and other Mass., William Booth of New York. ness. It will curtail the shipments of the applicants will soon be 100"; of
Charles
Gould
of
Rockland
and
lobsters coming from Canada The the population.
nations—and that is precisely what
Fred Chandler, Joseph Chucka and
we are not maintaining, says Senator Fred Griffee of the U. of M. Agricul price will be maintained on a living
To mention Federal Aid. The an
scale for the fishermen and they will swer is: “We don't want a ‘dole,’ but
Hale. The Maine Senator adds;
tural Experiment Station.
be benefited and instead of a hard are in favor of Federal aid to employ
Nothing in present world conditions
ship to hotels, restaurants, dealers labor.” The man in the street is not |
indicates that war is no longer a pos
and the public at large, it will be a allowed to speak for himself. Of
IRISH ELECTION
sibility to be guarded against, and
blessing because every one engaged course, no one wants $6 a week from j
that, therefore, our national needs
With this morning’s returns from in the lobster business will receive a the government if he can earn $18 a
for protection are not as imperative the Irish election at hand De Valera reasonable profit, and the consumers week at honest labor. But where's j
as thev were at the time of the Wash was leading by 10 seats and counting will not have to Day one cent more the honest labor, and jghere can he '
ington conference. The other great upon Labor's nine. The possibility than they are paying today for a lob 5 ?et $6 a week, unless some one gives
powers recognize their own needs and of a deadlock exists, however. The ster dinner.
it?
prepare to meet them. We alone Government has 45 seats and counts
"It has been stated that lobster meat
But after all mv “investigation,” I i
neglect to do so, and, in the case of upon the 15 held by the Independ is an exclusive product from Canada. 5 heave
a sigh of relief, and laugh at
the Navy, depend upon the written ents and Farmers.
For that very reason it should be ex | myself about my suspicions of sirloin
word, while they depend upon ships.
cluded from the United States mar j steak etc. The poor are not overfed,
Just at present the written word is ,
kets. The meat is taken from lob , after all. Even so. And the process
WISCASSET BRIDGE
selling at a price considerably below
sters smaller than the legal size in of getting it leaves no doubt in mv
par
any lobster producing state in the
Work is progressing well on the new Union, therefore it should be pro mind but that they do a little toward
There are in this country many
earning it.
,
well-meaning, but, to my mind mis Wiscasset-Edgecomb bridge. T'ne pile hibited from entering the United
Here is the list allowed by the city:
guided citizens, who in their hatred of driver is now at work on the piles for States markets because it is an illegal I Flour
(bag every two weeks) 80
war and the evils that go with it op the fender which will prefect the product, according to our fishery laws.
cents ..........................
40
• • « «
pose all steDs for actual preparedness draw-span when open. The’last pile
Potatoes (peck) ..................
.15
against war. They have been led to in the bends which support the road“It is not right for another country Corned beef, four pounds at 15
believe that armaments necessarily wav was driven Jan. 25 and it is ex to be allowed to sell goods in the
cents or stew beef (two
lead to war. They ignore completely pected that the present work will be United States markets, that we. as
pounds) ........................
.60
completed
this
week.
Rapid
progress
the orinciple that “the strong man
American citizens have no legal right Dry fish, two pounds ..........
.25
armed keepeth his goods in peace." is being made in placing the steel on to sell. Canadian fishermen come Molasses, one quart.....
.25
and. against proof positive to the con the part of the bridge from the draw into our waters and fish any where Sugar, four pounds .............
trary thev believe that the world is to the Wiscasset shore. Another week and at anv time they choose. They Cream of tartar, one-half pound .24
.24
looking to the United States to set a should see the steel all in place. sell their fish in our markets, lobsters Soda, one pound ...............
.05
great example of relinquishment of The crews placing the travel deck duty free, yet we are not allowed to Kerosene, one gallon .......
.18
armed strength, which the rest of the are working on the Wiscasset side of fish in Canadian waters at all. If an
.10
the draw. Sometime in March will American boat is fishing near the lard (compound), one pound
world will follow.
Salt Pork, two pounds .........
.18
A - a matter of fact, the rest of the see traffic using the new bridge.
Canadian line, a cutter is stationed Corn Meal, one pound
.10
world or at least the four great naval
there to see that she does not step Beans, one quart ...............
.15
pr'vpf" have very clearly demonstrat
over the line. When our flounder
one quart ....................
.15
ed that they have no intention of fol announcement of William Gibbs Mc draggers were in the vicinity of East- Peas,
one can .
.20
lowing anv such examDle on our part, Adoo that he prefers Speaker Garner port. I understand that the cutter Tomatoes,
.14
and realizing their own immediate1 tor the Democratic presidential nomi would not let. our boats turn around Onions, two pounds .............
.25
r"°ds. are somewhat “fed up" on the nation, “under whom all elements of on the Canadian side, when the drag Oleo, one pound ...................
Macaroni, one package .......
.10
ad'"’c" which we so freely give them
was still on the American side when
.10
f" cut down their military programs the party should be able to unit?.” it would have been ouite a conveni Rice, one pound .....................
Tea. one-half pound .............
.30
—— are pacifists in all countries. With Owen D. Young and Newton D. ence to have had the privilege of Or
Coffee, one pound ...........
.25
Iu' ' this country a’one of the five Eaker virtually eliminated, for the making the turn, owing to the tide.
great rival powers has their influ time being at least, it is not out of If we ship lobsters to Canada we have
Total
. $4.38:
ence become a real menace to the na
the range of reason to believe that to pav a good stiff duty.
Edward T. Moore
tional defense of the country.
“The whole affair is surelv too one
the nomination of Garner may be the eided and cannot be tclerated longer
“Does vour wife ever overdraw her
Tlie “Stop Roosevelt” movement outcome of the Democratic National if our fishermen are to make a living, bank
account?”
appears to be gaining some ground. Convention—this in spite of the age- lobster fishing This past vear our
“No. but I thirk she overdraws her
and nothing more significant has old legend that a Southerner cannot firhermen got bv because thev had account, of her bank account lo im
lobster gear on hand and paid for. press the neighbors.”—Boston Trans
happened within a few days than the, be elected to tlie Presidency.
j That gear or-at least part of it is cript.

The Special Sedan, $650

Fisher Bodies are exclusive to Chevrolet
in the lowest price field
Chevrolet doors are opened by the new automatic door

All that is new, smart and desirable in fine modern coachwork—is represented by the phrase Body by Fisher.
And todav, the only car of lowest price to offer Fisher

ejector. See how obviously solid and substantial is the

coachwork is the new six-cylinder Chevrolet.

sive and well-fitted are Chevrolet doors. Slam them hard,

Fisher composite wood-and-steel construction, how mas
and instead of a metallic noise, you get the welcome solid

Examine this car carefully and you'll discover one

* sound which tells you, ’’This is the finest of coachwork.”

evidence after another of Fisher’s master craftsman

Tlie truth is—Chevrolet and Fisher have achieved in

ship—tlie same long, clean, ultra-modern streamlines

you've admired so much on custom cars; gracefully

these bodies the best-looking, best-built, most completely

sloping front pillars, with cowl and windshield frame con

equipped line ever to appear in the lowest price field.

structed in one smooth piece.

Step inside and you’ll

get many pleasant surprises, for Chevrolet interiors are
complete

with

modern comfort-features and

$475

PRICED AS

con

LOW AS

veniences: a finger-touch adjustable driver's 6eat; ail

f. o. b. Flint,
Michigan

interior sun visor; broad "lounge-type” seats; and a wide

Special equipment extra. Ix>w delivered prices and easy G.M.A.C.
terms. Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan. Division of

expanse of vision for all occupants. Notice how easily

Generul Motors.

. NEW CHEVROLET SIX
THE

GREAT
---------------

AMERICAN

SEF Y0UR DEALER BELOW

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
BAY

"ON MY SET”

A mob scene outside Inde
pendence Hall, before the capi
tal of the United States had
been removed to Washington.
D. C., and a dramatic decision in
the life of Geotge Washington
will be among the high points in
“Washingtor's Renunciation,” a
W'ashington Birthday radio play
let presented next Monday night.
•••
Local fight fans tuned in
Thursday night to pick up what
ever scraps of information they
could regarding the DempseyLevinsky scrap in Chicago. De
cision was left to the Chicago
sports writers who rendered a
verdict of 18 to 2 for Levinsky
with four calling it a draw.
Two advocates of national de
fense—Senator Reed of Pennsyl
vania and Senator Hale of Maine
—will urge the strengthening of
the United Stales Navy and
Army during the National Radio
Forum program on Monday, at
10 p. m. Senator Reed, chairman
of the Senate Military Affairs
committee and Senator Hale,
chairman of the Naval Affairs
committee, wijl paint out that
the army has been reduced to
approximately one hundred and
thirty thousand men and the
Navy is far below the strength
set by the London Naval treaty’s
terms. Both will demand In
creases to give the United States
sufficient forces to meet any na
tional emergency.
••• •«.
The broadcast of the Rainbow
Hour of the First Baptist Chureli
over WLBZ W'ednesiday occa
sioned much interest and pleas
ure. Musical features were pre
sented by a quartet composed of
Mrs. Beulah Ames, Miss Gladys
Grant, Carl Fredrickson and
Ravmond K. Green. Mrs. Faith
Ulmer Brown and Miss Grant
prerinted a duet, and Miss Grant
sang a" a solo "The Land Where
Roses Never Fade.” Mr. Fredrick
son sang Ihe hymn "Where Jesus
Is. 'Tis Heaven,” using the first
verse first in Swedish and (hin in
English. Mrs. Ames eave the
musical reading “The First Day

VIEW

VALVE

GARAGE.

Gulf Refining with 10 points won
in the last two games, bids fair to
capture first place in the second half
of thc Knox County Bowling League
race. Dudley, with 326, has the larg
est three-string total in this half
and leads the league for the season
with an average close to 100. Three
of the teams which finished in first
division are headed for the cellar at
present. At the end of the second
week the standing is:
W L PC. P.F
Gulf Refining.
10 0 1.000 2827
Kickapoo,
.900 2900
Boiler Makers.
.600 2860
Barbers,
.500 2706
Federals.
.400 2848
Texacos,
.400 2683
Perry’s Market,
1 9 .200 2738
Burpee Furniture, 1 9 .200 2620
A. & P„
0 5 .000 1327

The Federals won four of the five
points in their match with Perry's
Market Thursday and it proved a
gala occasion for Dudley who hung
up 104. 108 and 116 in succession,
carrying off both medals. The sum
mary:
Federals — Perry, 270; Philbrook,
279; Dudley. 326; Benner, 266; Rackliff. 2S4; total, 1435.
Perry's Market—Abbott, 285; Scho
field, 291; Melvin, 269; Black. 276;
Gardner. 269; total. 1390.
* * • *
The Gulf Refining Co. poured oil
on troubled waters Thursday night
and harvested five points at the ex
pense of the Marketeers from Perry’s
Corner. Howard was the only en
trant in the 300-class and had high
single (112) as well as high total.
The summary:
Perry's Market — Schofield. 258;
Abbott, 262; Melvin. 286; Black, 276;
Gardiner, 266; total. 1348.
Gulf Refining—Greeley. 288; Schel
linger. 269; Seavey. 275; Danielson,
288; Howard, 300; total, 1420.

of School.” Miss Edna Gregory
was at the piano. Mr. Fredrick
son acted as master of cere
monies, and Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald. pa'tor, gave his usual fit
ting talk. The broadcast of next
Wednesday evening, fi.15 to 6.45,
will have Mrs. Gladys Morgan as
guest soloist.
Thc Radio Commission has
granted the application of Stat'on WCSH for an increase of •

daytime power from 1000 to 2500
watts.
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Rockland, Maine

INC.

WITH THE BOWLERS J
____ .
/
Gulf Refining and Kickapoo (
Long Odds Leaders In the1
Second Half

FOR

Camden, Me.

COME IN FOR YOUR
ENTRY BLANK

$1,500
™‘NAME!

Atwater Kent
RADIO

PRIZE CONTEST
WHAT’S the best name for this startling new Atwater
Kent feature (on Models 99 and 96)? Whoever sug
gests it gets $1,000.00 cash. 54 other cash prizes.

WHAT WOULD
YOU CALL IT?

Stations announce
fhemse/veswithaglow
of red light. The light
tells your eyes when
your set is perfectly
tuned to the station you
want.
Atwater' Kent calls
it the Neon Tuning
Light, but wants a bet
ter name. We’ll show
you the radio and how
the light works, and we’ll
give you an entry blank,
without obligation.
Nothing to buy. Get
your blank today!

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
.705 MAIN STREET,

ROUKLAND
19S28

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT A]
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Special
Friday
and

Saturday

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 20 (7.30 p. m.)—Basketball at J
R H. S. gym. Lincoln Academy vs Rock
land.
Feb. 21—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster. I
Bishop of Maine, at St. Peter's Church
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Bridge tea at the Copper
Kettle, auspices of Lady Knox Chapter.
D. A. R.
Feb. 22—U. S. C. G. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.
Feb. 26—Rubinstein Club guest day.
Washington program.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — "An Evening !
with Longfellow." at Baptist Church,
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick s Day
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con- i
vention In Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.

WEATHER
February began with frequent
sncws, but the week which ends today j
has been fair every day, barring Wed
nesday only. With the same excep- J
tion it has been a week of steady cold, i
northwest winds and brilliant blue
winter skies. This ijiorning was 6
above at 7 o'clock, it was only 22 yes-1
terday at noon., and the forecast for]
tomorrow is fair and colder.

ELECTRIC

BEAN
POTS

The Public Library will observe
holiday hours Monday, 11.45 to 8.30.
Mrs. Thelma Snow has been sub
stituting for Miss Margaret Buttomer
at Grace Street school.

SPECIAL
BI-CENTENNIAL
SERVICE
A Special Washington Bi-Centennial Service
Will Be Held

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
AT 10.30 A. M.

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
CEDAR STREET, CORNER OP BREWSTER, ROCKLAND

THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED

BASKETBALL
TONIGHT
LINCOLN

ACADEMY
vs.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

THE “BIG PUSH” IS ON

HOME Cooked Beans! And
who ran forget how delicious
Mother used to took them. Here
is the new electric Bean Pot which
does it the same way. Every bit of
the flavor is sealed in—the natural
juices and mineral salts retained
making them extremely tasty.
Not only beans, but pot roasts,
vegetables, stews, scallops and all
casserole dishes are as easily
cooked without any watching. All
at the cost of less than one cent
an hour.

Finish Porcelain Enamel

ColoYS Ivory and Green
Ivory and Brown
Heavily insulated to retain

heat
Capacity, 2 quarts

Af

this Special

Price Only

Friday
and

Saturday

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931 WALL PAPERS |
•>

SERMONETTE
Soviet Russia
Doing away with God and re
ligion in the Russian Socialist
Federative Soviet Republic is of
tremendous import to the world.
Of course, no nation can do with
out God, much less do away with
Him, whose power holds the
worlds in place; but the bitter
effects of the Soviet teaching will
influence the religious world for
generations. Yet we should not
forget the French Revolution.
For a time it seemed as if all
that mankind had gained would
be lost.
On the 28th day of June, 1793,
three men were seated in the back
chamber of the Public House of
the Rue Du Paon — Robespierre
Danton, Marat. What terrible
events these names recall. Victor
Hugo
wrote these immortal
truths: “Side by side with the
spirits that surged around the
guillotine were spirits that brood
ed. Amid the clamor and the
shrieking were fruitful silences.
Robespierre was a man of execu
tions; Lanthenas held his peace
and created the primary schools;
Morveaux
rendered
hospitals
healthy; Maire studied the aboli
tion of servitudes; Fustier created
the cabinet of anatomy and the
Museum of Natural History. After
the assembly, civilization, justice,
tolerance, goodness, right, truth
and love. It promulgated this
axiom, ‘The liberty of each citizen
ends where the liberty of another
commences,' the Eternal serenity
does not suffer. Above revolu
tions, truth and justice remain
as the starry sky above and be
yond tempest.” Great words
these.
W. A. H.

Prices 5c, 10c and 15c per roll
Formerly I2V2C to $1.25

BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL

SALE COMMENCES MONDAY, FEB. 15
And Continues Until Sold
OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
'
WE WILL BE OPEN ALL DAY MONDAY
19-tf

Texts of Famous Men,’ at this hour, (
=ubject, "John Bunyan's Text, or
The All of Welcome.” The happy
prayer and praise meeting will be
held on Tuesday evening at 7.15. |
This church will broadcast the
"Rainbow Hour'” over WLBZ, Ban
gor. Wednesday evening from 6.15 to
G.45.

CAMDEN

The annual town meeting will be
held in the opera house Monday,
Rockland High School, boys and
March 14.
girls basketball teams meet Lincoln
Mrs. A. T. Newhall is visiting Mr.
DANCE AFTER THE GAME
Academy lads and lassies in the High
and Mrs. Raymond Pooler in Port
ADMISSION 25 AND 35 CENTS
School gym tonight at 7.30.
land.
Mrs. Inez Wood and Mrs. Emme
There will be a continuous show at
line Halford will entertain the ladies
Strand Theatre Monday, Washing
of the Baptist society Wednesday at
ton’s Birthday, presenting Wallace
the home of the former.
Beery and Jackie Cooper in "The
Mis. Jennie Leach of Oakland is
Champ."
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
Bowden.
|
The return of Rev. Arthur P. Leigh
Mrs. John Taylor entertained the
Late Associated Press dispatches ( tary headquarters at Shanghai was
as pastor of the Washington Avenue from Shanghai say that Japanese' moved from the cotton mill to the inFriday Reading Club this week at
M. E. Church in Portland has been
her home on Washington street.
armies
began
their
big
push
upon
(
ternational
race
course.
The
aviation
asked. Mr. Leigh is a former Rock
Seaside Chapter, O.E.S., will ob
port pastor.
serve its 32d birthday anniversary
Shanghai today with furious roar of i field was a scene of continuous ac
next Monday evening. Supper at,
shell 'and machine gun fire upon I tivity, Japanese planes landing and
Mrs. Sadie Brewer of 11 State
6.30.
Chinese.
Both
sides
claim
victory.
.
taking
off
all
day..
street is still confined to the house
There will be a meeting of the
Firing
began
at
8.50
a.
m.,
not
quite]
At
Japanese
naval
headquarters
it
as the result of a recent bad fall
Ladies’ Farm Bureau at Megunti
which bruised her and wrenched her two hours after the expiration of the] was said that the Japanese plan to
At the Congregational Church to cook Grange hall Feb. 24, at 10.30
right side.
Japanese ultimatum. Japanese air- clean out the Chinese section and so morrow morning Mr. Rounds will o'clock, subject, "Breakfast Sugges
planes released tons of high explosive j far as possible, protect the Interna preach on the subject, "Washington, tions.” Mrs. Myrtle Blake will be in
Albert T. Blackington, sage of "The
A Mighty Man of Valor,” The Sun charge. There will be a short Wash
Night Court" is the guest of his bombs on Chinese defenses, backed i tional Settlement.
day School will convene at the noon ington program.
| brother, Kenneth in Warren, and up by artillery fire.
1 The 31st U. S. Marines entrenched hour. The Comrades Of the Way will
At First Church of Christ, Scien
chopping two cords of wood a day,
at 6 o'clock.
tist, Monday, a Washington bicen
Tire Japanese claimed that their ] in front line opposite the Chinese, re- meet in the vestry
• * « •
J just to keep in trim.
tennial service will be held at 11 a. m.
troops captured the day's objective ported sandbag defenses still safe,
At First Church of Christ, Scien
Mrs. D. J. Dickens entertained the
A special service to observe the and would hold a section of Shanghai ] They expect increasing shell fire,
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster Philathea class of the Baptist
George Washington Bi-Centennial r.ot previously occupied. The Chinese , A bitter battle is also raging around streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 Church Friday evening at her home
will be held at First Church of Christ, defenders contradicted this, and Whangpoa, a very important ob- and the subject of the lesson sermon on Pearl street.
Scientist, Monday morning at 10.30.
tomorrow will be “Mind." Wednes
The C.C.H. Club will hold a twoclaimed Japanese were driven back, jective.
The public is invited.
At Woosung a Japanese destroyer in ] An extraordinary League of Nations day evening testimony meeting is at day rummage sale at A. H. Parsons'
7.30. The reading room is located at store, March 14-15, for the benefit of
The Black and White hockey team the river was hit with loss of life assembly has been called for March 400 Main street, and is open week the Camden Community Hospital.
, has thrown down the gauntlet to the but not sunk. Two divisions of Chi- 3 to consider the Japanese situation, days from 2 until 5 p. m.
Rev. Ralph Hayden is in Boston
Northern Lights and there will be
♦ ♦ » ♦
attending a special meeting of the
nese
army
are
engaged
there.
Fires
Japanese
voters
are
holding
a
genblood on the moon at Community
At the Piatt Memorial M. E. Province of New England.
were set in Woosung village.
eral election and are expected to upPark next Monday night.
The Lincoln Association mission
Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, Sunday
in the afternoon the Japanese mili-, hold military leaders.
morning service at 10.30, subject, ary conference of Knox and Lincoln
Several of the University of Maine
“The Shepherd Christ;” in the eve Counties will meet at the Baptist
and Bowdoin College students are
„
„
__ .__ .
The American Legion has received ning "The Guiding Pillar;" Sunday Church Feb. 25.
home for the weekend and holiday,
CecilI 'Morns was arraig
j word from the veterans’ hospitals that School at 12; Epworth League at 6
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
the chief object of their visit being to Judge Butler yesterday on a a
y [hey are Jn gj-eat need of radio earTuesday evening prayer service at entertain Aurora Lodge of Belfast
attend the Kippy Karnival.
?hargThp ! Phones, these to be placed at the beds 7.15. A party will be given Tuesday Wednesday evening. Supper will be
Irma Morris, 17, of St. George. The
veterans. At least 25 afternoon from 2 to 4 for the chil served at the Legion rooms at 6.30.
A truck wagon rattled its deliber case was continued one week, the re- ,' pairsdisabled
are needed. Any person who
In the evening the visiting lodge will
ate way dumpward this moming, spondent being held meantime 1; can donate a pair for this worthy dren in the classes taught by Helen confer the degrees. A one-act play
Mattson. Mrs. Marr, Mrs. Ida Sim
leaving a trail of waste paper and $1000 bail.
j cause will be doing a great service to mons, Helen deRochemont, Ralph will be presented by Maiden Cliff .j
ashes, thanks to the high wind. It
! the Legion. Sets may be left at Billy Clark, Mrs. H. V. Rackliffe, with Mrs Lodge.
seems that the truck must have been
Rev. George H. Welch, chaplain of Hemingway’s store.
deRochemont as superintendent.
empty upon arrival at its destination. Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L. is to be!
_____
* ♦ ♦ *
the speaker at the union service at ! Results of President Hoover’s antiRev. Geo-ge H. Welch, at the Uni
Group 6 of the Universalist Church the Thomaston Federated Church | hoarding drive are seen at the head- versalist Church, Sunday morning af
announces among its future activities Sunday evening, given in observance. quarters of the Maine State Police 10.45 will deliver an address in keep
a concert Sundav afternoon, March 6, of the George Washington Bi-Cen- j where old fashioned one-dollar bills ing with the Washington Bi-Centen
by the Knox County Men's Chorus, tennial. Special music will be pro- an£j some of larger denominations are nial. The quartet will sing "The
and the presentation of the marvelous vided by the combined choirs of the I finding their way into the coffers. American Hymn," Keller, and the
picture “King of Kings,” the iife of Federated and Baptist Churches. , incidentally let us remind you that chorus choir's number will be Mo
The patriotic bodies have received a Feb. 29 is the last day on which 1931 zart’s “Gloria." Knickerbocker Class,
Christ. March 18.
special invitation to attend.
plates may be carried on autos. New church school and adult woman's
Kenneth Tainter of Swan's Island
plates must be on March 1st.
class will meet at noon. Junior
BORN
who has been stationed in China the
The sewing circle of Winslow-Hol
Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. will have “George
past three years, as a marine, ft a brook Post, Auxiliary meets Monday. FELKER—At Friendship. Feb. 10. to Mr. Washington" as its theme., and the
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Felker.
a
daughter.
brother of Audrey Bowen a waitress Tire Junior Auxiliary holds its meet
leaders will be Louise Waldron,
Florence Enid. (Correction.!
at the Paramount Restaurant. Need ing at the usual hour. Following MAXCY—At Thomaston. Feb. 19. to Mr Edith McClelbn and June Miles. At
less to say she is anxiously awaiting a brief business session of the Senior
and Mrs Earl Maxey, a daughter. the meeting of the senior Y.P.C.U. at
Marilyn Jean.
the latest news from him.
6.30 Dr. Charles Popplestone will give I
Auxiliary at 7.30 an observance of
___________
a talk. The week's activities include
the George Washington Bi-Centen- j
MARRIED
Pales Circle will meet at Grand nial will take place, to which mem- snow.CHilds—At Boston, Feb. 19. Chapin Class Wednesday evening at i
Army hall Wednesday afternoon to bers of the Post are invited. Rev.
Richard Snow of Rockland and Wor the home of Mrs. Velma Marsh.
*•♦»
cester. Mass,, and Miss Edith Childs
sew. Picnic supper will be followed Herman Winchenbaugh will deliver
of Putnam, Conn.
by a business session. The ladies an address and there will be a short
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal*,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services I
have been invited to attend the progran^ and refreshments .
DIED
George Washington Bi-Centennial
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
THORNDIKE — At South Thomaston.
service in Thomaston Sunday night,
Approximately 175 freshmen at
Feb. 19. Frederick Keating Thorndike, the second Sunday in Lent: Matins
at the Federated Church.
aged 70 years. 10 months. Funeral at 7.15; Holy Communion at 7.30; j
University of Maine have been
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from Church School at 9.30; Administra
pledged to the 20 fraternities on the
late residence.
The chain letter nuisance—perhaps campus. Local boys included are: CREAMER—At Washington. Feb. 18. El- tion of Confirmation, Choral Eucha-1
it had better be called a menace—has Maurice L. Hall and Paul D. Merriam,
vln Creamer, aged 39 years. 1 month. rist and sermon at 10.30; Way of the j
20 days. Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock Cross and Adoration of the Blessed
had a further demonstration in this Theta Chi; Josef S. Vinal of War
from Stickney Corner chapel. Inter- Sacrament at 7.30 p. m. Rt. Rev.
vicinity, two of them in succession ren, Delta Tau Delta; Charles E.
n
n i
ment In Daggett cemetery.
serving to badly scare an aged Thom Bicknell. Beta Theta Pi; Donald Poole BiGGrNs—At Thomaston. Feb. 18. Ada Benjamin Brewster, Bishop of Maine |
aston woman who received them. of Vinalhaven. Sigma Chi; Frederick
(Vose). wife of Edward Biggins of Ban will be the preacher at the 1030
gor, aged 71 years, 7 months. 22 days. service. Tuesday, study class on the
And the pity is that there seems to be M. Hall and Richard Stoddard, Beta
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock at 32 Prayer Book conducted by Fr. Frank
no way of stopping them.
Kappa; and Henry W. Fales of
Green street, Thomaston.
lin at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday, Holy
Thomaston Phi Kappa Sigma.
CURRIER—At Thomaston. Feb. 18. Communion at 7.30 a. m. Thursday.
A series of evangelistic meetings is
Walter H. Currier. aged 70 years. 11 Quiet Hour for women at 2.30. Fri
months, 7 days. Funeral Sunday at 2
to be held in the First Eaptist Church
Mrs. W. T. Richardson has received
day, Holy Communion at 7.30. Satur
o'clock at the home, 32 Green street.
beginning Feb. 29 and continuing word of the death in Burkettville of
—At Thomaston. Feb. 19. day, story hour for children with de
through March 13. The leader of her brother, George A. Miller, which GARDNER
Henry B. Gardner, aged 55 years.
Vespers at 7.30.
these meetings is to be Dr. Leon occurred Thursday afternoon. Influ MILLER—At Burkettville, Feb. 18. George votions at 4.30 ♦and
* ♦ •
Tucker of Harrisburg, Pa. He will enza had terminated in pneumonia,
A Miller, aged 57 years. Funeral
Washington's anniversary will be
Monday at 2 o'clock.
be accompanied by five others known complicated with a bad heart trouble.
observed at the Littlefield Memorial.
Mr. Miller was postmaster of Burkett
as the "Musical Messengers.”
Church at the morning service. The
IN MEMORIAM
ville for several years. He is survived
In loving meinory of our dear one. pastor will preach from the subject,
Local basketball enthusiasts will by his wife, two sons and one daugh Mrs. Gracie M. Aylward. who passed "George Washington, the Man of I
Feb. 21. 1931.
have their last opportunity to see the ter. Funeral services will be held awayGone
God." The choir will sing thc an
to a land of pure delight.
Rcckland High team perform in this Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev.
Where saints Immortal reign.
them, “'Our Own George Washing
J.
C.
MacDonald
officiating.
Lies
the
one
we
love
so
dearly
city when it tackles the Lincoln Acad
ton,” and Frank Gregory and Nor
In
her
lonely
silent
grave.
emy quintet in the last home game
man Crockett will sing a duet.
of the season here Saturday night.
An athletic smoker is to be held at
She will never be forgotten.
Junior church will be held in the
Never will her memory fade.
Both boys' and girls' teams will play Legion hall next Thursday night.
vestry for the children; Sunday
Tender
thoughts
will
always
linger
with the feminine classic getting un Six boxing bouts will be on the pro
School at 11.45, with a place for
Around the grave where she is laid.
der way at 7.80 o'clock.
gram, headed by none other than our
Never to be forgotten by husband everybody and everybody welcome; j
Battling Sukeforth, who lately took Charles T. Aylward. mother Mrs. Ella young people's meeting at 6.15 led
The meeting of Auxiliary of Sons Zachow into camp. There will also Davis, and aunt Mrs. Jennie Lenfest.
by Miss Berla Lord. At 7.15 the or- ;
Vinalhaven.
of Union Veterans Wednesday was be a wrestling match that promises
chestra will assist with the music, |
to
give
plenty
of
excitement.
Young
devoted to an observance of Washing
and Mrs. Evelyn Hart and Miss Olive I
RESOLUTIONS
ton's birthday, appropriate readings Vito and Carter will be the partici
Whereas, Under the Immutable and Bragg will sing a duet. The subject j
pants.
Music
will
be
furnished
by
the
unchangeable
law
of
God,
all
that
are
being given by Mrs. Evie Perry, Mrs.
of the sermon will be “The Great j
must die; and
May Cross and Mrs. Velma Marsh, Night Hawks Orchestra. Admission born
Whereas. In conformity with this in Redemption.” Tuesday evening at
and a historical sketch by Mrs. Stella 35 cents. Public invited.
exorable law of the Creator, death has 7 39 there will be the monthly miscofne
membership
by
the -----passing
McRae. Supper was in charge of Mrs
-inT to our
------------- "—
*'— | <.irwnnrv nraver meeting led bv J N I
memoersmp
oy rne
passing,
our beloved Brother. Charles Rokes. slonarY P™>er meeting n-u uy u. n...
Alden Merrifield of Thomaston and
Ralph W. E. Thorndike, who resides of
I
! Farnham. The topic is, “The Agri-j|
and
Mrs. McRae.
with his daughter in Medford, Mass.,
Whereas. While we recognize the im- j cultural
School
in
Tyinnanna,
»
and who was foynerly connected with mutability and Justice of God's law, and
our loss is Brother Rokes' gain; nurma.
Masonic assemblies at Camden are the American Express Co. in this city, that
nevertheless, by the death ol our j
drawing a large group of enthusiastic writes a characteristically cheerful brother. Pleasant Valley Grange. No. 274. ( The subject of the sermon at the I
Rockland attendants, there being letter to The Courier-Gazette, offer has met with a distinct loss, we bow In
t
n„nti<d Church
on Sundav ’
submission to his passing to the | First. Baptist Church on »unuu>
about 30 in the party which motored ing the welcome information that humble
Great Beyond. Therefore be it
morning Will be, How Much Do Yo i
thither Thursday evening.
The while he will be 75 next June there
Resolved. By Pleasant Valley Grange, j Care?" The chorus choir Will sing. [I
assemblies are held every other are no banana peelings under his No. 274. in regular session, deeply mourn 1 .p._jcp th„ r nrfi •• wa<son and "God
this
loss to our members, realizing that: "aise tne Lora vvatsoii. gnu uvu i
heels
and
he
is
not
slipping.
On
the
Thursday night, with Dean's Orches
we have lost a loyal member, the com- Is Love,
Shelley.
The church
tra. Entertaining novelties are in contrary he feels well and smart, tnur.lty an honest. Industrious citizen and I school Will meet at noon with classes ,
and
sends
regwds
to
his
many
Rock

troduced, and refreshments are
his family an irreparable loss, to whom 1 for
The Christian Enextend our heartfelt sympathy and I’or
ln,e . ? . , “ h
I
land friends. In answer to his ques we
served.
condolence in this hour of deep aiflic- deavorers Will meet at 6 o clock witli ,
tion: William T. Cobb was elected tion Be it further
I Everett Frohock as leader The peoThe food sale at Burpee Furni governor over Cyrus W. Davis, Sept.
Resolved.
That a copy
of records;
these resoiupvenintr service
service will be at 7 15
lions
be inscribed
In our
also ,,lp^ evening
will dp at i m. |
ture Store this afternoon is conducted 12, 1904.
a copy sent to the afflicted family of the I This will open with everybody s big .
by the .Freshmen Class, R.H.S.—adv
deceased
•
i sing,” directed by Carl Fredrickson. 11
CARD OF THANKS
rnmmutS. ^'..S * ™' I The chorus choir will sing. "Though!
I wish to thank my kind friends and
We have received a supply of the dear
neighbors who so thoughtfully
Rockland. Feb. 16. 1932.
'Your Sms Be As Scarlet. Doane. |.
New Paint Sprayers. Used to. touch lightened my burden during the recent
WHEN in PORTLAND—Yqu c*o buy' The quqrtet selection will be. ‘Shall ||
up cars. Simply attach the gun to Illness and death of my dear father J copies
of The Courier-Gazette, with the You? Shall I?" McGranaham. Mr.
Davis; also for the many beautiful
a tire valve and apply. Cost $1.25 F.
----- ..
—
—•-----. 6668cCon- TVTiicOonflld will tzivp his third ser- i
home St.;
news,
Central
NewsCo
Co.,
floral tributes.
grew
or at
Rosa
News-stand.
381V,
Con-1
,"a
5 „*
X“
Lurlle M. Davis.
tach. For sale by J. A. Karl & Co.
Kress
at.
i hion in the series on, Familiar,
Washington,
Me.
-adv.
20-22

R. H. S. GYM
AT 7.30

Bake Beans
like Mother
used to doit--

A* Blake’s Wall Paper Store j

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real
Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre
paring to serve Tax Liens under Section 28, Chapter
14, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax
payers, 1 hope all who can, will make arrangements
to pay taxes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.

C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.
16S25

BUYING A HOME
IS A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE
WE DON’T BELIEVE THERE IS ANY OTHER
EXPERIENCE IN LIFE LIKE THAT OF PLAN
NING FOR AND ATTAINING A HOME.

Our institution specializes in loans for home buying and build
ing. W’e help people to home ownership by a practical plan that
means a small initial investment—a very reasonable and conveni
ent repayment schedule, and fine protection against both loss for
the borrower and this institution.
t

Any family that will invest savings here and get a modest sum
ahead, is in line for a home loan on terms that require but little
more than rent. We are helping others. Let us help you.

13Stf

COAL
PRICES

EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
TON

TON

TON

EGG COAL
STOVE COAL
NUT COAL
PEA COAL

The prices given above cover delivery within the

limits of the city of Rockland. If coal has to be
carried the usual charge will be made. Terms will

be strictly cash with the order or paid at the house
upon delivery.

ROCKLAND STORE
21-22

TEL. 487

G. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

X
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was his friend. In the letter he said:

"If anyone seeks to communicate
today or tomorrow with one Ned
Lever in Brockville it is, 1 think, I
important to the interest of law and
order in this county, which I am
sworn to protect, that the effort
should fail. It is no less impor
tant to them that this tetter and
its subject should he kept In the
strictest confidence. Please burn this
when read.”
They reached Canton about seven
o’clock. The colonel went to his
home and Shad to his lodgings.
Tlie colonel urged tlie boy to go to
his house with him.
“You'll get another breakfast," he
suggested with a smile.
That was a consideration which
made the boy pause and reflect a
bu Irving Bacheller
moment. His linen was now a bit
soiled. Moreover he got a certain
joy from the thought that Ruth and
"I think that he is stopping here.
SYNOPSIS
her mother would regret his failure
At least when I came in 1 saw him
to appear at their home. Of course
CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
in the writing room. He sat read
Colonel Blake would tell of the invi
ged. and starving, a boy of about
ing a copy of the Watertown Times.
sixteen is found in the woods, and
tation and his answer.
So with
befriended, by a camping party. He
There’s a long article in it about
pleasant words he declined It. not
has fled from his brutal father, Bat 1
Algyre and the arrival in Ashfield
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
forgetting to ask that he be remem
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
of the two l’iukerton men."
bered to Ruth and her mother. He
and in clean clothes, the boy, who
his name as Shad (Sheridan) j
The colonel arose, saying: “Slip
was now getting to be a rather wellfrives
s sent on his way to Canton, with ; out if you can without him seeing
spoken lad with a great pride in his
a letter to Colonel Blake.
you. Don't send this message. Hold
I
personal appearance.
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
It was a busy morning at the i
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
office.
A little before noon the
are impressed by the boy’e manner. •
colonel summoned Shad to his room.
The colonel secures him a situation
ln the village of Amity Dam. He |
“My plans are complete," said the
becomes friendly with a youth of
lawyer. "Y'ou and the sheriff are
his age, “Bony,” and Bumpy Brown, ,
tinker, a village character, consid
going with me. We leave on the
ered by the straitlaced people of
four o’clock train for Ogdensburg.
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
A friend of mine will take us up the
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
river in his steam yacht. I have
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
borrowed a lot of hair. We’ll graft
known in the vicinity as the “Fun
it on you and see how it looks."
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
He opened a box containing a
his son back to his own dissolute
wig, a mustache and a beard. They
life.
tried them. The hirsute adorn
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
ments were sufficiently accurate in
lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
felake, who is the district attorney, I
shape and color. “Go to a barber
and his father passes out of Shad’s ,
and get your hair cut close." said
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
the colonel. “Get your bag ready
pretty, comes to Brown’s shack, in
for a night away and bring It here.
quiring for him. Shad applies himaelf diligently to his neglected edu
We shall leave for the train at
cation. Two years pass.
three-forty-five. We shall have a
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
chance to talk as we ride."
and with much of his uncouthness
When they were sitting togetner
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
in a car almost empty, the colonel
©n his heart. The community is con
drew a sheet of paper from his
vulsed by an attack made on the
Perry family, in which Oscar Perry,
pocket It contained a diagram and
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
some writing,
There at Its Table Sat the Hairy,
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
Bearded Stranger Who Was Un- !
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
“Here is the layout of the dock as
wounded. Circumstantial evidence r
doubtedly Tram.
1 recall it,” he explained. "If the
points to Bumpy Brown as the as- !
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
ferry boat is In the way I will have
convinced of his friend’s innocence,
it until you hear from me. Good
it moved. On either side there will
and with boyish confidence deter- I night”
mines to prove it.
be a group of barrels, the kind of
In a moment Colonel Blake and I tilings you look for on a dock.
' CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy- | his young friend went down to
rus Doolittle and his stepson, RobAmong these barrels the sheriff and
ert Royce, strengthen the case
the writing room. Ttiere at its
against Brown. Shad loses his job,
I will be concealed—he on one side
long
table
sat
tiie
hairy,
bearded
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
stranger who was undoubtedly Tram [ and I on the other. You would have
Spenlow’s. The two boys seek and
find disguises the ^murderer had i —a well-dressed, good-Jooking man | the center of the stage. It is a
■worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
of about thirty-five years. lie was of j point of some danger. 1 would ad
tive interest in the case.
vise you to keep out of it and on
medium height. His eyes were gn,v.
CHAPTER VI.—The colonel is al
the side. I think that I know an
his hair and begird of a reddis
most convinced Bumpy Brown is not
«, -cer in Ogdensburg who could
brown color. The colonel and Shad
the murderer, and encourages Shad
to continue his investigations. The
play the part of Tram well enough."
friendship between the youth and
sat down opposite him and began to ,
Shad's courage had not failed
Ruth Blake kindles into love. Col
write. Tram was talking with a him. “I want to do it," the boy
onel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guid
man who sat beside him. His man- I urged.
ance. New evidence points to Robert
ner of speech was deliberate, his I
Royce as the murderer of Perry, or
“All right You’re an unusual lad
voice low and amiable.- his words I
at least of serious implication in
and I'd like to see you get the
the affair.
were well chosen. He was a man
credit for this. I’m sure you can
of some education. There was a , do it and I’ll make the job as safe
CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brown is
released on bail. A stranger in the
touch of humor in certain of his re- j as 1 can. You’ll be standing close
nearby town of Ashfield attracts the
marks.
When this appeared he j to the ferry bouse. When you hear
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
sniffed and gave a little grunt as if I the boat and the signal you will
Shad and Bony. There is proof he
could
have
“planted”
evidence ■
against Brown, and his description I thus to signalize its safe delivery.
step to the center of the dock and
fits a proclamation calling for the
He said of Algyre that he was like answer with two whistles. I expect
arrest of “Donald Algyre,” bandit
ly
to
get
more
exercise
than
he
and bank robber. The stranger has
that Algyre will come ashore.
associated with Robert Royce in
needed. Tram might have passed j
“You will say: ‘Let the boat go.
Ashfield.
for a reputable business man who '
A gentleman of your talents should
CHAPTER VIII.—Colonel Blake Is , would contribute to every good
convinced Algyre at least is acces
cause in his community. His face I not be traveling ln a rowboat
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry, j
O’Brien Is here with a steam
He deciphers incriminating tele
had a benevolent expression but bis !
yacht Come on.'
grams between Algyre and confed
eyes
were
active,
shrewd
and
cunj
erates, then sends a message, ap
“You will walk toward the rear of
ning. Soon he arose, donned his }
parently from a friend, urging Al
dock. If he suspects nothing he
gyre to meet him on the dock at
overcoat which had been lying on
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised,
will follow. He may throw a light
the back of his chair, and walked
is used as the decoy. Blake and the
on you. If he does you will look
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
to
the
office
and
out-of-doors.
falls neatly into the trap. An acci
the part If he follows you we shall
Shad and the colonel returned to
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
close in on him with Winchester
attempts to escape by swimming.
their room. Immediately the boy
Shad, following, overpowers him,
rifles and signal for the searchlight
gave his chief an Imitation of
and the two are brought ashore.
on the yacht’s deck.”
Tram’s walk and manner of speech.
“Winchester rifles!" Shad ex
CHAPTER VIII. CONTINUED
“Excellent1” Blake exclaimed.
claimed.
“Don’t forget it.
I may see a
“Yes. \Ve mustn’t kill the man if
They were talking together when
chance to use you.”
we
can avoid It The light will daze
the telephone rang. The Western
Shad's memory retained some of
him. If he refuses to throw up his
Union manager was on the wire. He
the stranger's sayings. He went
wished to see Colonel Blake and
over them again and again before hands and tries to draw his weapon
I shall put his pistol arm out of
would come right over, to his room.
they got into bed.
business. I am fairly quick on the
He arrivedshortly. Tram had Just left
“You need only a mustache and
trigger myself. There'll be some
his office. He had brought ln a tele
some whiskers to make a perfect
kind of shelter for you. I shall not
gram to be sent. The manager drew
Tram at night I’ll think over the
know Just what or where it will be
it from his pocket and showed it to
situation and give you words for
until I look the ground over. You
the colonel. It was as follows:
your parL
I am surc»that tlie
will have time to get behind it be
“To John O'Brien, Jr.
Mummers club at the college can
fore the shooting begins."
Windsor, Ont. Canada.
supply you with tlie needed hair."
“Suppose he doesn't get out of the
33
30 29
27
In a moment the colonel added:
boat? He may smell a rat and put
Take offer of Den Revel if cash sent
“It is evident that Algyre is in need
back to Canada.”
25
23 22
19
of available cash. The O’Brien tele
“In that case we shall have to
quick. Tell Ville to love and revere
gram indicates it The fact that he
head him off with the yacht or run
goes to a place so near the center
him down if necessary before he
our venerable friends for future use.
of excitement as Brockville almost
gets to the border, which is far out
10
proves it He Is desperate. My
in the stream. If he comes to that
I think Brock is reliable. Goods in
wire will bring him across the
dock he Is our man. The devil
5
river."
couldn’t save him.”
urgent demand here are numbers
“He should have had plenty of
They reached Ogdensburg and
thirty-three, twenty-seven, twentymoney after the killing of Perry,”
drove to Hall's dock where the
live, twenty-two, thirty, twentySSliad suggested.
yacht and its commander were wait
nine, nineteen, ten, twenty-three,
“There’s many a slip possible in
ing. Sheriff Colewell had arrived
five.
Sewel Tram.”
such a matter. The real murderer
In a buggy. He had driven across
Its cipher was built on a new
gets scared. He holds off. He is
country with the rifles. The yacht
plan. Soon Colonel Blake had ar
afraid to draw a large sum of
was ready to move. A surgeon fa
rived at the following translation:
money out of the bank. If he should
mous in that land was aboard. They
‘‘To John O'Brien Jr.
be arrested he would have to tell
set out at once on their little cruise
Windsor, Ont.
what lie did with it. That was a
up the river.
Take cash quick to Ned Lever Re
matter he hadn’t thought of. He
Now, the owner of the yacht was
vere House Brockville Urgent.
prefers to pay in small amounts.
the successful merchant, Mr. Shaw
Sewel Tram.”
That would lead to a quarrel and
“You will observe again that the I such a quarrel would be a help to of Ogdensburg. By telephone the
colonel had requested the help of
numbers are the key to the real
us. Then Algyre was a poker play
his boat and crew "in a matter con
message.” the colonel said to the
er. Suppose the poker party had
hoy. “This time, however, the
cerning the public welfare.” He
fellows in it like Charley Hutch and
counting starts on the last word
had further requested him to see
Old Atist Doran. They could get
which is ‘numbers,’ and goes back
that a dozen empty barrels were
him between them and easily strip
ward. I could have given them a
put on board.
him in a night.”
better systetm but I suppose these
“I’m going to try to arrest a rath
They
got
into
bed.
Tlie
colonel
boys were in a hurry when they
er desperate criminal,” the colonel
: was soon asleep, hut Shad’s day did
made their plans.”
had explained. “One or the other
Tlie colonel turned to the tele I not end so easily. He was elated
of us may get hurt a little. There
by
the
fact
that
he
enjoyed
the
graph man and asked:
fore we must have a surgeon aboard.
I friendship and shared the confi
“Do you know where Tram is
It’s only a short trip. We shall be
dence of Colonel Blake. Far Into
stopping?”
hack at Ogdensburg In the morn
tlie night he lay thinking of the
ing.”
great adventure ahead. Above all
When the nature and details of
he was eager for a chance to offer
the
enterprise were laid before the
further proof of his manhood to
boat’s commander in his luxurious
Colonel and Mrs. Blake. He was
cabin he Insisted on expressing his
now nearly eighteen. He felt old
hearty wishes with a bottle of cham
SERVICE & REPAIRS
enough and of sufficient importance
pagne.
even to marry.
ALL MAKES OF SETS
“Wait till dinner time,” said the
colonel. “We’ll drink a glass with
TlVev were up early ln the morn you then. It is not to be a careless
R. W. TYLER
ing. •Colonel Blake wrote a letter night. I used to enjoy stepping on
PHONE 58-23
to the local telephone manager who
this kind of a banana peel and slip

M'
'The House"
of •the'Three
■.Ganders

RADIO

Every-0 thcr Day
PLEASANT POINT

CUSHING

Trip-a-^Day

F. I. Geyer has been suffering from
a severe cold and lame back.
Kenneth Marshall of East Friend
ship was at H. J. Marshall's the past
1
15
3
I
7
2
6
b
week.
Miss Ot pha Killeran has returned
Q
IO
II
13
12
to her school in Hinckley after a
visit to her mother at the Britt Home,
lb
17
18
IM
15
Rockland, also a few days at her old
home in this place.
io
2l
23
21
19
Clarence Wales, J. J. Fairs. Mrs. E.
-J w
w
w
W
B. Hart and several others have been
1
2b
2b
27
29
24 25
having ice cut the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. E.'K. Maloney and
53
3d
w
3i
34
son Clyde were in Thomaston Fri
Wild Life In the Ilartz Mountains
day on business.
The wooded hills of the Hartz Moun
37
3b
35
B. B. Robinson and Mr. and YJIS- tains in Germany offer all kinds of
Charles Robishaw of Rockland were , opportunity for winter sports. Apart
1 37
3e
in this place Tuesday.
I from the unusual beauty of the scenHarry Young has returned from ery, tourists this year find that
MO
Ml 47
SSS
43 44
_ is taming the
__ game
_______
Boston. Mrs. Young is at the New ; hunger
and great
j England Hospital, Roxbury, receiving herds of wild animals°are fed by the
sw
treatment.
W 49
Mb sss 47
46
50
45
Foresters on the hunting preserves,
Mrs. Joseph Farmer (Erma Stev- I especially elk. They come from the
w;
w
51
ens) of New York was called here hills and find horse-chestnuts, acorns,
52
55
53
54
• * • «
this week by the death of her falser ! carrots and hav. The best place to
B. L. Stevens, which occurred Mdn observe them is in the Molkenhaus
Bert I.. Stevens
W
57
56
5b
59
Our little community has again day night at his home after a brief, and at the Radau Waterfall, both of
b3
bi
b° bi
b4
been saddened by the death of Bert illness. Although his health had been i which can be reached afoot on skis
sleighs from Bad Harzburg. At
L. Stevens, which occurred at his failing for some time Mr. Stevens was and
Ahrensberg nearly a hundred elk feed
home Feb. 15 after an illness of about confined to his bed only a few days. only
bt.
b9
b&
b7
ten paces from the windows of
three weeks, although he had been for Services were held at his late home the Inn. At the ducal park of 11.000
Thursday, conducted by Rev. Mr.
some
time
in
feeble
health.
Mr.
Stev

70
71
acres at Ballenstedt. elk. roe and fal
ens was born in Union Nov. 15. 1868. Timberlake of Friendship. Interment low deer, wild swine and sheep, as
only child of the late Edson and Flora was at Pleasant Point.
Mrs. A. W. Orne and daughter Miss well as niouflons can be seen.
< Messer) Stevens. His early boyhood
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Horizontal
days were spent in Friendship. When Belle were guests of Mr. and Mrs. F
19- Part of a fish
1-Lady (Ital.)
51-Paradise
a very young man he moved with his I. Geyer, Wednesday.
Florida’s Best Climate
20- Lease
5-A French pro
53-A colored twilled
Mrs. Alice Heyer and Mrs. B. S.
parents to New Haven Conn., where
More Sunshine
21- Belonging to me
tectorate in N W.
goods
he remained 15 years, spending his Geyer were entertained at the home
23-Obtained
Less Rain
Africa
55- Therefore
vacations in Friendship, where he was of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Maloney, Wed
25- Awakened
9-To convert, as
56- A rodent
Wonderful Place for
married Sept. 10. 1890. to Miss Edith nesday. Mrs. Maloney is still gaining
Recuperation
26- A number
hides, into leather 58- A Japanese coin
Cook of that place. In 1892 Mr. Stev- from her recent attack of illness fwid
27- To strike with a
10-Wearing away of
59- A month (abbr.)
| ens with his family and parents greets friends with her usual cordi
quick blow
rocks, as by water 60- Four (Roman)
j moved to Cushing where he engaged ality, and her art of story telling and
29-Earning
12-Perched
62-Seed covering
’ in farming for a number of years. entertaining has not lessened during
31-Pecuniary penalties
64- Hinder
14- Printer's measure
About 10 years ago Mr. and Mrs. Stev- her illness.
Superb fishing from pier
33-Brag
65- Either
15- Deface
j ens and daughter Erma moved to
or boat. Surf beach, no under*
Schools in town are closed for <he
35-Portion
16- Pinch
,66-Small rug
tow. 18'hole golf, grass greens.
! Floral Park, N. Y„ whe|p Mr. Stevens winter vacation. Owing to illness of
37-lnsect egg
house on the beach. Swimming
68- A petulant fit of
18- Negative
[ had employment in a machine shop, the teacher District No. 3 school did I pooLClub
1OO rooms, 1OO baths. Orchestra.
41- Sorrowful
19- Distant
passion
|
First
«
class
patronage. Reasonable rates.
i
and
where
they
remained
until
his
not close until Thursday. The chil
42- A playing card
69- Human being
20- Butt
] health began to fail, one year ago dren were given a bounteous supply
* GEORGE KREAMFR *
22-A game
43- Chief
70- Keepsake
j last Mav returning to make Cushing ! of ice cream and assorted cake and I Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport,LX
24-Recited
71- Used in making
44- Part of the body
their home.
also enjoyed a peanut and candy kiss
45- Obecure
26-Lukewarm
bread
Mr. Stevens attended college in his hunt. Miss Zetta Smith, teacher, is
48-Territory (abbr.)
28-Canines
VERTICAL
I young days and was a valued towns winning the admiration and respect
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
30- An eagle
!49-Part of a circle
man. He was a Mason and a charter of both pupils and parents by her adSTEAMBOAT CO.
I 1-Restrain
31- A marsh
'50-Residenee of
member of Acorn Grange, at its or mirable work in the school.
winter arrangement
2-0 n ward
former German
32- To catch suddenly
ganization in 1903 being elected Mas
District No. 2 school closed last n Steamer ,leaYes Swan's
,5«°
3- Close by
Emperor
(Colloq.)
ter which position he held for three week Fnday, Mrs. Evelynn© Dins- vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock4- Arrived (abbr.)
34- Make lace
52-Short sleep
years. He served the town as select- more, teacher. Pupils not absent or land about 9.30.
5- Weight measure
35- Cotton fiber
54- T rim
| man during the years 1905-1909, and tardy were Wiijo Lindell
6- One
Jj?.
36- Very black
55- Ever (Poet.)
| was elected first selectman of the Erickson. Vieno Lindell and Howard lnvton at 4 40; due to arrive at Swaa'a
7- Exists
38- 0 n
57-Carry (Colloq.)
town at the last town meeting, which Kaura; having highest arithmetic island about 6 00 p m.
8- River in Poland
39- lron (Scot.)
I59-A married woman
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
position he held at the time of his rank. Vieno Lindell, Miriam Erick
9- Torment
40- Proof
140-t.t
61-Large tub
death. He was a great lover of flow- son received 100% in spelling for the !
11-A cleanser
43-Part of a ship
63-Boy’s name (short)
I
ers
and
enjoyed
showing
people
his
13-To
drink
the
45-A wager
term.
1 J ; I
j S4-Purchase
j gardens in which he took much pride.
health of
47- South African
Miss Fern Benner of North Cushing
65-A
grain
He
was
a
kind
husband
and
father,
a
15-Angry
' Republic (abbr.)
FOR SALE
was a weekend visitor at D. L. Ma
i good neighbor, and will be sadly loney's.
17-The foot print of an 67-Towards
48- Skill
RUUD
'
missed
in
the
home
and
in
the
town.
animal
je9-Manuscript (abbr.)
49- Conjunction
Mrs. Maud Fields of Revere is a
! He leaves his wife, a daughter Mrs. guest at F. G. Olsons.
Instantaneous Automatic
•
|
--------------- ■ ---------------- Joseph Farmer of Floral Park. N. Y.
(Solution to Previous Puzzlel
Mrs. Lora Olson was in Warren one
rl)K I CLiUt
and son Raybert Stevens of this
day recently to visit her sister Mrs.
Word has been received here of the | place; three grandchildren. Edith and Ann
Cogan.
■ /. 1
‘ death of Prof. H. P. Townsend of, Evelvn Stevens and Joseph Farmer
Mrs.. H. J. Marshall has recovered
■ Athol. Mass., which occurred Feb. 9 Jr. besides manv other relatives and
in a hospital in Boston. Prof. Town- a host of friends. He was tenderly from an abscess in her ear. which
send was 88 years old and a veteran cared for during his last illness bv confined her to her home for several
Size 4. Style F
•
I
; of the Civil War. He had been a his wife, son and dainrhter-in-law, days.
Practically
New
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
J.
Maloney
and
summer visitor to Port Clyde tor who did everything possible to allevidaughter Marilyn were recent supper |
Can Be Seen At This Office
' over 25 years.
I ate his suffering.
130-tf
Lewis Young is moving his family
Funeral services were held at tlie guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Miller in
, into the house owned 'by Mrs. Ellison ' late home Thursday and Rev. E. H Thomaston.
Mr.
Strong
of
Rockland,
formerly
Hart.
; Timberlake of Friendship spoke words
The Willing Workers held a food of comfort. Interment was in Pleas - with the Central Maine Power Co.,
sale in Alice Marshall’s store Tues- ant View cemetery, the bearers A. W. was in this place Friday soliciting
day afternoon.
i Orne. B. W. Coombs. D. L. Maloney business.
This is the time of year when the
Keys made to order. Keys maoe
Miss Emma Buker Is spending a and R. J. Marshall. The floral
to fit locks when original keys are
few weeks in Biddeford.
1 tributes were profuse and beautiful, ladies of this locality do quilts and
The minstrel show given last week J bespeaking what he loved so dearly, rugs in precedence of house cleaning. lost. House, Office or Car. Code
was repeated Monday evening in Onlv a few days before the end came Anyone wishing to see some fine speci-| books provide keys for all locks
Scissors and
ping down just Tor the Tun of it. It Friendship. It was well attended, and while partially unconscious, he mens of both, also embroidery, should without bother.
jars me to fall these days, so I step and a good sum was added to the elec- j was heard repeating all of the hymn call on Miss Corinne Maloney, who Knives Sharpened.
j "When the Mists Have Rolled Away." has one of the finest collections which
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prlcei
carefully. How is the searchlight trie light fund.
Mrs. Carrie Davis of Middleboro. | Much sympathy is extended the be- she lias done the past few years at
working?”
her
leisure.
Her
quilts
are
equal
to,
‘‘It’s a wonder—a kind of a hood Mass.. is visiting her daughter, Mrs. [ reaved family.
any made by our grandmothers arid
ed sun,” said Shaw! “I could count Emma Hupper.
the same with her other work.
108 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Ashel Hupper has returned
STICKNEY CORNER
the hairs in your mustache with it from a visit in Watertown. Mass.
Telephone 791
a quarter of a mile away.”
96-tf
The Ministerial Association met at
NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Lurlie M. Davis who has been
Darkness had fallen when they the Baptist Church Thursday. DinFred Shuman of Waldoboro was a
seriously
ill
with
pneumonia
since
reached the dock in Morristown. net was served in the library. Rev.
T
,
,, _
,. . _ ,, ., Feb. 1 is slowly gaining. She is business caller in this place Wednes
Tlie abandoned ferry boat was well £•
MacDon?Id °f Rockland cared for by Mrs. Rafhe] Achorn of day.
out of the way. TliD crew put the gave the address in the evening.
Electric lights have been installed
Lee. formerly of this place.
barrels ashore. The colonel and
Mrs. B R. Sidelinger who has been in the 'home of Cleveland Wotton.
Virgil Morse and son Virgil were > EMBALMING *
the sheriff placed them to their
SOMERVILLE
ill with flu is improving.
Rockland visitors Wednesday.
• • • •
liking. Some fifty feet hack from
Frank Carney sustained a scalp
Evelyn Gross of Waldoboro is MOTOR AMBUIANCI
the dock stood a small building occu wound Tuesday while working in the
Elvin Creamer
passing a few days with Mrs. A. J.
pied during the day by a collector woods for A. R Colby, he was struck
Elvin Creamer who was brought Walter.
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
of customs. No one was on duty by an overhanging limb.
Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt who has served the families of Knox County
Mrs. E. A. Carey passed the day here about a week ago to be cared
there, the ferry having stopped.
for by hts sister Mrs. Robert Grier been for several weeks with friends'
LADY ATTENDANT
in Au'gusta.
The colonel stood a moment look Wednesday
Mr. and'Mrs F.L. Turner and Miss 5?"'
aWay
“W in Massachusetts, has returned home, I
Day Telephone 450—781-1
ing at it. The boy was at his side. Marie Turner of Augusta were at He had been a great sufferer from
Rev. L. A. Batchelder was in Wal
“This will he your shelter.” the home Mondav night to see their convulsions. The remains were doboro Tuesday.
BURPEE’S
lawyer whispered. "Get behind It mother, Mrs. F. A. Turner, who is ill taken to Harold Flanders' under
Irason Davis of Feylers' Corner was j
ROCKLAND, ME.
taking
rooms
on
account
of
illness
as soon as you can."
a visitor in this place Thursday aft- !
from intestinal flu and neuralgia. Di.
Samuel C. Cates of East Vassalboro in the home of the deceased. Mr. emoon.
Creamer
leaves
his
wife
and
two
Mrs. Marion Frohick of Winslow's i
is in attendance.
TO BE CONTINUED
daughters, Mrs. Forrest Linscott and Mills is the guest of Belle Sprague.
Frances Creamer, his father Wil
liam Creamer, two brothers Elmer
'So the marriage of those two
and Glendon, three sisters Ruth movie-stars has been called off. eh!” j
Creamer, Marcia Grierson and
“Yes; they couldn't agree as to ;
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Blanche Grierson, who so kindly whose name should be first on the 1
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
cared for him during his last illness. wedding invitations."—Boston Trans- |
122Stf
Funeral services will be held at the cript.
chapel
Sunday
at
1
p.
m.
and
inter

PARENTHOOD A SERIOUS BUSINESS
GEORGF. WASHINGTON
ment will be in the Daggett ceme
tery.
ber,
before
he
can
give
you
a
shave
T is largely because modern boy<f>
Two hundred years have passed away
• * * »
IttED
Since George Washington was born;
training is not a mere manufac or cut your hair, must be licensed
Yet still we celebrate the birth
John
F.
Davis
with an
that counts
turing process but a matter of most and prove himself capable, effleient,
Of this hero, long since gone.
This community was saddened by
T
thorough-going and skillfully done safe and in no way a menace to the
CARS
He
was
born
down
ln
Virginia
the sudden death Feb. 11 of a dear
education, that parenthood becomes public health and safety. Just
spent his childhood there
neighbor and friend, J. F. Davis, OnAnd
a large and rich plantation
a very serious business. The great think If a careless barber should
who
nine
days
before
was
stricken
Without
a thought of care.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
est problem of our day. speaking perchance, clip off the part of an
with pneumonia. He was born in
advisedly, is that our problems are ear or hack a chip out of tlie end Biddeford April 16. 1854, son of John From the time, when he was very young 689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
He always spoke the truth.
larger than our men. Tlie problems of one's nose—but a parent—that is T. and Sarah (Emmons) Davis, and
ROCKLAND
And
lived
upright
in
all
his
ways
—
different matter. Almost any
of the day completely baffle and
56-tf
His, was a noble youth.
came to this town in March, 1880
confound our leaders, yet it is a man and woman may agree to go He was married in 1878 to Abbie
He
grew
to
manhood
brave
and
strong,
practical certainty that our prob into the business of bringing new Sukeforth who died in 1921. To
He had a massive frAmc;
DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
lems will never grow less compli human units into our midst with them two daughters were born, one In wrestling and in marksmanship
out
tlie
slightest
bit
of
even
tlv
He
soon had won great fame.
cated and involved, so that the only
of whom survives.
Dentist
Mr. Davis was a successful mer As war clouds with England rose.
hope of solution lies in more com most simple and rudimentary pro
Special Attention to Preventive
Among the first to go.
pletely efficient .leadership—and fessional training and depend upon chant for a number of years and
with bravery and strength
Dentistry and -‘Children's Work
what is leadership? It is this very so-called “common sense" (which later went into the lumbering busi HeTofought
help defeat the foe.
175 MAIN STREET
TEL. 38
boystuff, unfolded, cultivated, de so often is too common to be any ness. but for the past few years he
Army soon he took command—
16-28
veloped to its highest efficiency. thing but a hazard) plus “instinc had been only able to look after his OfA the
nobler
general
could
not
be;
It is human personality made ready tive” love and affection, to wisely farms and other interests. He was a Hardships in every form he faced
And led his men to victory.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
by tine growth and complete unfold- and fairly unfold and adjust an kind neighbor and a true friend,
other human personality to an ex had a pleasant smile and good word
meiit, cultivated and led and stim
Thus
when
our
country
was
made
free
& SON, Inc.
for
everyone,
and
always
enjoyed
ceedingly complex and demanding
From England's iron hand.
ulated to its greatest self-realiza
young company. Ip politics he was a There was no man more worthy
social order.
tion.
To go forth and rule the land.
staunch Democrat and his party has
Cemetery Memorials
It is only in recent years that
Yet parenthood is the only great
lost a faithful and active worker.
studies in mental hygiene have
As a leader for our country
EAST UNION, MAINE
fundamentally significant vocation
Deceased is survived by his only
taken off tlie lid, as it were, and
He was chosen first and sent
4-tf
in our modern day for which no
daughter Lurlie M Davis, a brother To rule the new United States
allowed us to see the price soci
As our first President.
training whatsoever except so-called
Ivory E. Davis of Biddeford, two sis
ety pays for allowing ignorant,
bungling, totally unprepared
“pareaial instincts” are required.
ters Mrs. Jennie Ridlon of Lynn, He served two terms with great success DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
adults, themselves not grown up
All wished to have him longer—
Mass., and Mrs. Almeda Ricker who
We are most rigidly particular, and
his wisdom and his strength
in many ways, to assume the tre
made her home with the family here, HeToused
rightly so, whom we allow to prac
DENTIST
make this country stronger.
mendously serious business of
and
several
nieces
afid
nephews.
Fu

tice medicine in our midst. There
-i
’
i'
302
Main
St.
Tel. 915-M Rockland
parenthood, the profession of
neral services were held at the The “Father of his Country”
must be years of thorough going
starting another soul on the jour
Was the name that he was given.
chapel Sunday afternoon with a And
training and then years of super
139*60
to
follow
in
his
footsteps.
ney of life, prepared, trained, de
large attendance, Rev. J. H. Moyle of
All men since then have striven.
vised practice in hospitals before
veloped, to meet life with at least
Union
officiating.
The
profusion
of
any man dares to administer medi
a chance of finding usefulness and
famous men have livqd and died.
floral tributes spoke of love and es Though
MODERN WOMEN
No life could greater be
cine to our physical selves. To
happiness.
teem held for the deceased by his Than
that
of General Washington
Parents are beginning to realize neighbors and friends. The bearers
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay duo
have it otherwise would be danger
Who made his country free.
to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
ous, and xwith all this professional that parenthood is a vocation and were Daniel Weaver, A. E. Jones,
Chi-ches-tenDiamond Biand Pills are effective,
as his birthday rolls around
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold
training, we all know too well of that its responsibilities can be met John Storer and Ernest Cramer. SoWe
think of him again.
all druggists for over 45 years. Aik for—jMyBak
adequately only by those who bring Much sympathy is extended the Who was
the innumerable grievous errors.
“First in War." “First in Peace,”
“First in the hearts of his Country
A dentist must be professionally to It an educational equipment suf daughter in her bereavement. In
men.”
trained before he can charge us for ficient for the task.
terment was in the family lot in
Marie Messer Butler,
“JHi DIAMOND <3f BRAND"
Daggett cemetery.
dental services. Yes, even a bar
(©. 1932, Western Newspaper Union.)
Union, Me.
Mrs. Joseph Farmer who was called
here by the death of her lather Bert
L. Stevens, returned Friday to her
home in New York.
Several from this place attended
the minstrel show in Bossa's hal’.,
Friendship, last Monday evening.
! given by local talent from Port Clyde
{and Tenant's Harbor, and pronounced
it a fine entertainment and the parts
all well taken.
Joseph Farmer. Jr., of FioT.l Park.
[ N. Y. is to spend the next tew months
with his grandmother Mrs. B L. Stev
ens. He is recuDerating from a severe
attack of whooping cough.
A. W. Orne met with a serious mis
hap last Monday morning. He had
taken his boat up to the wharf at W.
J. Morse''s landing to fill the tank
with gasoline, and overfilling it
caused an explosion and fire, which
burned off all wires and everylng in
• - ’before
"
"it could 'be extin
the cabin
guished. Mr. Orne escaped with only
I minor injuries.

Tales-

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

RECTAL DISEASES

I

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA K

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Rockland

Holmes St., Near Broadway,

MICKY

YOOR DRD UEFT ty.
DIME FOR HIS Lrfflt
MRN ’PROVlOLD HE
T^OK HIS fAEDIClNE

Tel. Rockland Night I 105—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.

HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

OIL BURNI
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.
El

TILLSON AVE.,

feffl

ROCKLANU

TEL. 127

SPECIAL

SUNSHINE SODA CRACKERS, 3 lbs 39c
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE, lb.
35c
STRICTLY FRESH EGGS, dozen,
29c

GLENDENNING’S CASH MARKET
TEL.

DELIVERY SERVICE
OPP. PUBLIC LANDING

993

ROCKLAND

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
TEL. 378

ROCKLAND

422 MAIN STREET

-PLERSE,tA0N\ '/OU
•THKE rr RH' TLE
SPLIT The TEN CENTS
with TH/

QlBE-fUN/

Booth, Ph. G., has the invaluable
asset of 33 years’ experience as a
background for his service as man
ager and prescriptionist.
Mr.
Cross, a local boy, is also a registered
druggist, and aids in meeting the
public. Kendrick Libby salesman, is
the third member of the staff. This
trio makes a sustained effort to give
the public what it wants promptly
and courteously, rendering every
service possible and standing squarelv behind every article sold. Mr.
Booth is a stickler on the ethics of
the business and not an ounce of
liquor of anv sort is to he obtained in
the store.

“Exprience is the medicine that makes bet
ter buyers of us.” He says it cost him money
once or twice buying from unreliable dealers
and ever since he’s been careful to go to stores
of the calibre of Studley Furniture Co. Pa
sez he can DEPEND on them.

Without the fifes and drums or
the blatancy that goes with liquor
bootlegging, another form of boot
legging has eaten its way into the
public pocketbook.
That is the
of gasoline which, claim
The Home of Corner Drug Store, Inc., Main Street, at Limeroek, Rockland. This Is One of the Oldest Drug bootlegging
the most conservative estimators,
Concerns In the State.
steals $+0,000,000 yearly from high
way funds, enough to build, at pres
The Corner Drug Store, Inc., drug store. The candies are a spe druggist of 33 years’ experience,
ent low prices of labor and mate
gives
this
department
his
close
per

located at Main and Limeroek cial department in w hich the man
rials, some 1500 or 2000 miles of
streets, Rockland, is one of the best agement takes particular pride, sonal supervision assisted by Clifton
concrete highway.
known establishments of its kind in handling only the best lines, Whit Cross, also a registered pharmacist.
That bootlegging of gasoline has
the State at the present time. It is man's, Park Are. and Durant’s
'I'lte “hack shop” of the Corner existed for some little time has been
I also by way of being one of the old and buying very frequently in order Drug Store is as orderly and whole known, hut not until quite recently
est pharmacies in Maine. The cor to insure absolute freshness of pro some as the front. To be sure every
was it discovered that it has become
ner has been used for drug store pur duct.
inch is utilized by stock, prescription so widespread that about one-fif
poses without break for several
The new soda fountain is a j bench and the mezzanine office, but teenth of all gasoline used in auto
generations.
revelation of modern styling. Its! it is an extremely orderly* conges mobiles is sold in such a way that
Under the administration of the spotless white and gleaming fittings,1 tion. A visit to the big, high posted the prescribed gasoline taxes are not
present manager, Richard A. Booth, its up-to-the-minute sanitary fix-1 basement possibly brings the biggest ■ paid to the states.
notable improvements have been tures and containers make the I and most satisfying surprise of the
Several states, when they became
made during the past vear and a delicious products even more tasty.! inspection for it reveals what is aware that many an unsuspecting
half which has resulted in a con The fountain dispenses Fro-Joy Ice probably the cleanest basement in. motorist’s dollar was making “suc
cream and products.
Manager) the city.
. cessful” business men out of crooks,
sistently increasing patronage.
'Fhe stock stored here exceeds launched campaigns that have a
The store has become known to Booth takes personal pride in the
travelling men as one of the cleanest syrups used at the fountain, the| that displayed on the main floor. two-fold purpose; the placement of
shops in Maine, and a visit to the popular chocolate being by his own' The walls are shelved and the bootleggers behind the bars and of
establishment yesterday by that ob formula. Calls are filled for this shelves are filled to capacity with gasoline tax money in the proper re
I servant citizen I. M. Learning, syrup to all parts of the State. The row on row of cartons and bottles,1 ceptacle, the state treasury.
amply confirmed that reputation. syrfips are carefully compounded alt carefully labelled and marked;!
The store proper is immaculate, under absolutely sanitary conditions,) all arranged and classified as to'
floor clean, paint bright, glass and only the vert best ingredients being kind and as to house supplying the
ELECTRIC SERVICE
product. This orderly cataloguing
metal shining. The windows, taste used.
The prescription room is the of the huge stock allows Mr. B< «)th
fully decorated, reflect the ambi
AND WIRING
tious policy of the store—new, clean pride of the establishment for in to',sec at a glance the condition of
Have that Hot Point Range you
merchandise, well displayed, reason manv ways it is the heart of tb,e j aJV the hundreds of items handled
bought two or three years ago mod
ably priced and courteously handled. business. It is absolutely immacu-! so that “we are just out’’ fails to
ernized. How about that Vacuum
The stock itself bears the imprint late and to the filling of prescrip appear in the Corner Drug Store
Cleaner.
vocabulary.
It
alwavs
supplies
the
tions
goes
the
greatest
care
and
fin

of freshness and efficiency. All is
A complete and article listed in its stock. This base
arranged for a maximum of custom est precision.
CLARKE-KALER, Ine.
er convenience and speedy service. thoroughly dependable service is ment is brilliantly lighted and ar24 Hour Service
The cases display a complete assort rendered which is understood and tanged for entire ease of access. All
Phone
903-W
Rockland Box 132
ment of toilet goods and the many appreciated bv physicians and pub incoming merchandise is opened
articles associated with a modern lie alike. Mr. Booth, a registered! here, inspected to insure perfection

V-------- '

PA SEZ*.-

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
HOME

COMPLETE

61 PARK ST.

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND.MAINE

J. N. SOUTHARD

CALENDARS
For 1933

Representing

The Bald Mountain Co.

A. E. Brunberg owner
Will call on you in a few days
with a Full Line of Samples
WAIT FOR HIM!
* • • •
If you have neglected to procure
your 1932 Calendars we can make
up a lot for you in 24 hours. Big
Variety. Call 626.

GAS TAX EVASION

SLAVERY

]

and then marked for merchandizing.

Corner Drug Store, Inc., Gives Outstand The entire stock is the heaviest of
any drug store east of Portland.
No store is stronger than its per
ingly Satisfactory Service—A Glimpse
sonnel and this organization makes
a particular effort to render a com
plete, courteous and dependable
of Its Immaculate Interior
drug store service.
Richard A.

1 el. Rockland, 1 1 07

MA”

KIS

&

1

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and bonded

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

I
|
|
I

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Roekland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

ING

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

gjw

SALES

SERVICE

ROCKLAND

PHONES 333—334

STREET
583 MAINN STREET

j

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE

PLUMBING AND HEATING

IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY

INSTALLING—REPAIRING

RONALD W, MESSER

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service

GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE

ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC IIEAT

GAS, OILS, GREASING

477 MAIN STREET,

!

110 PARK STREET

WILLIAM T. SMITH

SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

476 MAIN STREET

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

.J L

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!
With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

present problem of home heating and winter health.

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

i i
i I
, i
I i
I i
I i

i i
' I
I I
I

“A Home Away From Home”

To those who have chosen oil heat

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

Consider Our Home Your Home . . .

Ease of Operation

FAMOUS FOOD

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

American Plan Rates Reasonable

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. C. McLOON & CO.
ROCKLAND

The dances will be interspersed with
a colonial program.
Mrs. Frank Bogren entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Coombs enterined Wednesday evening at their Two O'Clock Club this week.
Mrs. Ruby Calder has returned
ime on High street, Mr. and Mrs.
G Carver, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. from two weeks' visit with her mother
)ombs, Mrs. L. R. Smith, E. Mont ! Mrs. Ernest Nickerson in Rockland.
Herbert Delano who has been the
■rry and Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane,
irds furnished the evening’s enter- guest of his sister Mrs. Herbert Con
inment, first honors going tc Mr. way, returned Thursday to Rockland.
An exciting game of basketball will
■rry.
take place at Town hall next Wed
Mrs. Inez Conant visited in Rock- nesday
night, when the Rockport Ace
nd Tuesday.
Club plays Camden All Stars for the
The Mother and Daughter Club championship. Both teams are fast
et Wednesday night with Mrs. and excellent players. Don’t miss It.
erbert Patrick.
At Union Church vestry Monday
L. A. Coombs was a Rockland visitor night the pupils of Miss Helen Or
cutt’s school at the Lincoln building
jtsday.
Maurice Leadbetter spent Tuesday will present “The Heir of Mt. Vernon”
with the<ollowing cast: George Wash
R>oclcl&Tid
Regular meeting of Ocean Bound ington, Edward Smith; Mistress Wash
ebekah Lodge will be held Feb. 23. ington, Ruth Brown; Lawrence
Washington. Roger Candage; Mary,
ax lunch and entertainment.
Don’t forget the American Legion Louise Morton; Mary Biar.d, Agnes
Martha
Washington,
id Auxiliary dance tonight at Red Mathieson;
:en’s hall, with music by the Fakers. I Ernestine Carver; Bettie, Carolyn CalVllNALHAVfcJs

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND’S LEADING HOTEL

TEL. 51

Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER

TEL. 1282

ROCKLAND

BREAD & PASTRY

FISH AND SCALLOPS

291 Main Street
Tel. Rockland 580

Rockland

WILLARD
vqiv
BATTERIESVV

A CONCRETE

AND UP

A RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICE

Low Prices For Repairing and Recharging

WELL COVER
Will not decay and become unsafe.

V «•:

All Makes of Batteries

ALFRED P. CONDON
ROCKLAND

75 PARK STREET

Will carry any type of pump.
I !
I I
• I
l i
• i
i I
I I
I i
i i
I I
i i
II

derwood; Lord Fairfax, Ivan Nickel - ker; pupils. Delwin Webster, Pauline
Smith, Agnes Mathieson, Bessie1
son; Admiral Vernon, Woodrow Bun Swears, Alton Hopkins.
ker; Sally, Rebecca Arey; Mrs. Law- !
rence Washington, Barbara Roberts;
WALDOBORO
George Fairfax. Raymond Candage;
Janet Washington, Bessie Swears;
In a hotly contested game at the
Custis children, Pauline Smith and
Alton Hopkins; Fritz. Lawrence Or Medomak Athletic hall the boys’ bas
cutt; Pete and Sambo, Lyford Phil- ketball team of Wiscasset won by one
brook and Owen Dyer; three brothers, point, 24 to 23, over the high school
Harvey Tolman, Efelyn Robeus and, team. The local girls' team won from
Delwin Webster; two sisters, Dorothy the Wiscasset girls -j to 23. In the
Swears and Virginia Webb; hunters, third game Beach Hill were victors
Malcolm Martin and Gosta Johnson; over Washington.
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess at
Boston courier. Willie Bruce; Uncle
Remus. Donald Shields; Aunt Shady, tjie Friday evening meeting of the
Bessie Clayter; Uncle Joel. Corydon Auction Club.
Miss Lois Hagerman, Miss Alma
Gray; Uncle Jim, Robert Johnson; a
mammy of Mt. Vernon, Aura Wil Glidden and Miss Dorothy Donnelly
liams; Aunt Chloe, Norma Gray. entertained four tables of bridge Fri
Specialties between acts will include day evening at Miss Hagerman's
a chqrus with banjo accompaniment home. Mrs. Austin Winchenbach
by Louise Morton; dialogue by Norma., held high score and Miss Betty Wes
'
Gray, Donald Shields and Harvey Tol ton, low.
The Woman's Club met at the home
man; and a one-act play, "Examina
tion Day.” the cast: Teacher, Re of Mrs. Kelsey Lash Tuesday after
becca Arey; principal, Woodrow Bun- i noon. Following the co’v-ct and

Prevents pollution by the drowning of small animals.

Starting The Car

You can build it yourself!

How does your ear start these cold mornings? Why not
bring it in and have it tuned up the new way for winter.
Why churn the old starter and swear when we can pre
pare your car for winter at such a small charge.
Call On Us For Automobile Service Of Ail Kinds

Ask your dealer.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
New County Road

roll call of quotations, Mrs. H. R.
Smith read an Interesting paper on
the "Life of William Henry Harrison.”
Mrs. Lash had prepared a vivid de
scription of the musical conmoser,
Victor Herbert, and Mrs. B. G Miller
sang two of his compositions with
Mrs. Lash at the piano. Plans were
discussed for the Washington Birth
day meeting which will be held with
Mrs. J. T. Gay next Tuesday. The
members present were Mrs. E. T.
Potter, Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Mrs. W. G.
Labe, Mrs. Earle Spear. Mrs. H. R.
Smith, Mrs. S. H. Weston, Mrs. J. T.
Gay, Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Lash.
Arthur Hatch has employment in
Sanford.
The pupils of the Main street school,
Miss Lois Hagerman, teacher, von the
blue health seal conferred by the
State health department for 12 con
secutive weeks of health habits.
Miss Arlene Andersfin. a sophomore
at Waldoboro High, was hostess at a
party given in honor of her 15th
birthday anniversary. The guests in

L

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
54 PARK STREET

cluded Miss Anderson’s teachers, I
Miss Alma Glidden and Miss Dorothy j
Donnelly, and Shirley Burns, Mildred
Brooks. Kathleen Barton, Barbara
Benner, Annie Ellis, Jane Rider, Lu- i
cille Colwell, Geraldine Porter, Helen
Oldis, Evelyn Lovejoy, Millicent
Burnes, Gertrude Anderson, Russell
Hilton, Donald French, Warren Sim
mons, Murray Benner, Everett
Achorn, William Hilton, Joel Ander
son and Maurice Hilton. Refresh
ments were served and dancing en
joyed. Miss Anderson was the recipi
ent of numerous gifts.

JOHN G SNOW. Prop.
ROCKLAND

about 12 inches thick, quality is quite
up to par. Many tons of ice have
been removed from the pond since
work began one week ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Patridge went to
Weymouth, Mass., last Saturday for
a visit with relatives, and during the
time Mr. Patridge is planning to work
some at his trade of carpentering.
Thg boys and girls of the village
school, trained by their teacher. Miss
Mary Bird, gave a pleasing entertain
ment Friday afternoon. One of the
features was selections by the har
monica band which made its public
appearance at that time.

ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Annie Bucklin is convalescing
after a siege with grippe.
Matthew Starr is driving a new
Oldsmobile coupe.
During the week harvesting has
been carried on by owners of the ice
houses on Chickawaukie Pond. Al
though the cakes are somewhat less
in depth than usually, being only

The conventions will be held in
Chicago, a city that knows how to ,
choose leaders by elimination.—Pub
lishers' Syndicate.
Soviet Russia expects to embark
upon a new five year plan as soon as
the present one is completed. Mean
while, It will complete this one if it
takes a century—Detroit News.

TEL. 124

FRIENDSHIP
The Baptist circle met with Mrs.
Josephine Lawry Thursday after
noon.
The Consolidated. Capt. Dodge,
went to Boston Wednesday night
with a trip of lobsters from the
pound.
The Ladies’ Aid was delightfully
entertained at a picnic dinner at the
home of Mrs. W. Dalton Wotton,
Wednesday, the hostesses besides Mrs.
Wotton being Mrs. Olivia Hoffses,
Mrs.. Olive Noyes and Mrs. Mamie
Wotton. There were 22 members and
guests and two children seated at din
ner. the menu including cold ham,
baked beans, pickles, rolls, cakes, pies,
cookies and coffee The meeting was
opened by the new president Mrs.
Ruth Prior, and after responsive
scripture reading md the Lord’s
Player, reports of the secretary and
treasurer were read and other busi
ness completed. The next meeting will
be Wednesday at the home of Mrs,
Sarah Jameson.
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OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

Scorch Test No Longer Necessary

THOMASTON

HOME HAS ITS PART

Miss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth.
N. H.. will spend Sunday and Mon
day with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
John Brown.
John and Katherine Creighton will
spend the Easter holidays at their
home here.
Mrs. Ada Biggins of Bangor who
was in town visiting her sister, Mrs.
Walter Currier, died from pneumonia
Thursday after a few days' illness.
Mrs. Biggins was taken suddenly ill
the night before she had planned to
leave for home. Doctors and nurses
made a heroic effort to save her life.
Her age was 71 years. Walter H. Cur
rier who had been confined to the
house a month, died Feb. 18. aged 70
years. Funeral services for both will
be held at the home. 32 Green street.
Sunday at 2 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hamlin
were overnight guests recently of Mr.
and Mrs. S. H. Thompson at Boothbay Harbor.
John DeWinter. Harold Simmons
and Joseph Bradlee returned Friday
from a trip to Boston.
Lawrence Hamlin who has been
spending a week with Mrs. Hamlin
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Elwell, has returned to Togus Hos
pital. His health is much improved
after two operations for empyema.
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter has re
ceived a call to Pratt. Kansas. She
will leave in about one week.
Harold Higgins, teacher in the commeicial department of the high
school, is leaving at once to spend the
vacation at his home in J onesport.
The Beta Alpha Club wiil meet
Monday evening with Miss Harriet
Burgess. Main street.

Don’t Expect Too Much of
Teacher In the Training of
the Child

We have had clothes with a minimum of effort on
women tell us. the operator's part. Furthermore
with
pride in this iron has a beveled edge sole and
their voices that1 a tapered point and—imagine it—a
they have used little slot on one side into which to
the same elec fit buttons so you can iron under
tric iron for 15 them without nosing them off.
years.
This is, Those are the differences of to
excellent t e s t i-, day's models in irons and those of
mony to the dura ycster years. The automatic which
bility of electric keeps the iron from becoming over
irons, ’tis true,! heated. the fully automatic which, set
but there are rea at a certain temperature keeps that
sons for giving a temperature come rain, come shine
thing an honor or scratches on Johnny's knee, the
able
discharge new chromium finish and the slots
other than that it for the buttons. We forgot the thumb
rest which is on the irons of almost
has broken or worn out.
Let us consider, for a moment, the every make now-a-days.
They're practical, they save time
vast improvement of the present day
electric iron over that of years ago. | and they’re fun.
Now we have the automatic and the
MARTINSVILLE
super-automatic irons. It is well to
fully understand the difference be Misses Phyllis Simmohs and Geral
tween the two. The so-called auto dine Watts were recent guests of Mrs. ,
matic irons merely cut off their cur H. H. Hupper.
rent when they become heated to the
Miss Evelyn Greene of Rockland ;
safety limit. They are primarily a1 was a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. j
protective
development,
insuring ; Cecil Andrews.
against burning out the iron or set Mr. and Mrs Perley Jones and
ting fire to the surroundings should { family who have been ill with grippe
you go away and leave one connect are all improving.
ed. The fully autotnaffp iron has Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robinson were
these advantages plus the ability to supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. N. '
maintain indefinitely any given tem Baehelder Saturday evening.
perature. If you should go away and j The cast of the Negro Wedding
leave one of these irons connected for Minstrels journeyed Monday to | Mrs. Walter Hastings ana children
hours on end it would maintain the Friendship where they gave a suc and Mrs. Dora Robinson were visitors
temperature at which it was set, with cessful presentation and netted a good of Mrs. Ella Stapkpole on the St.
George road Wednesday. They were
no fire hazard, no danger to the iron. I sum.
and with the consumption of elec-: Leo Hooper is employed painting joined at dinner by Mr. Hastings.
Williams-Brasier Post and Auxili
tricity about equal to that of a small' on the Roger Salamon cottage.
ary will attend the union service at
lamp.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Dwyer
and
» ♦ * *
the Methodist Church Sunday eve
daughter Shirley were recent guests
The saving in current when using of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet in ning. planned as an observance of the
200th anniversary of the birth of
a fully automatic iron is considerable. Rockland.
George Washington. Rev. George H.
The electricity is on only one-fourth
The ladies' circle met with Mrs S. I
to one-third of the time when doing T. Lowe last week at Tenant's Harbor i Welch of the Universalist Church.
light ironing and only three-fourths with 15 present. *The next meeting Rockland, will be the speaker. The
united Federated and Baptist choirs
of the time when doing medium iron will be with Mrs. Jean Baehelder.
sir.g.
ing.
Mrs. F. H. Piersons and Miss Lena will
Mrs. Edwin Anderson who has been
Another distinctive feature of this Harris are able to be out after having
iron in some makes which makes it j been confined to their homes with visiting in Portland, has returned.
She was accompanied by a friend.
a joy to own and use is the fact that severe colds.
Miss Trena Beattie of Portland who
it may be had in chromium plate—
Mrs. Harold Hupper and Mrs. Cecil
that grand metal which doesn't dis Andrews entertained Saturday eve will remain for a visit.
A union service in celebration of
color or tarnish, and which is so ning in honor of St. Valentine Day.
smooth that the iron glides over the Games and stunts pertaining to the the Bicentenary of George Washing
birth will be held in the Metho
occasion were played. Prizes were ton's
dist Church Sunday evening at 7.15.
won by Theo. Davis and partner and The speaker will be Rev. G. H. Welch
Florida’s Best Climate | Calvin Smith and partner. The guests of Rockland. Music will include
were Misses Neva and Charlotte Dyer. ' Lovely Appear. >from The Redemp
More Sunshine
Mildred Hupper. Phyllis Simmons.
Less Rain
Geraldine Watts. Evelyn Morris. Evelyn tion. Gounod; and "To Thee, O
Wonderful Place for
Greene. Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Brag- Country!” Eichberg. Other services
Recuperation
don. Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Davis. Mr. for the Federated Church will be,
and Mrs. Calvin Smith, Capt. and Sunday school at 9.45; morning serv
Mrs. Waldo Lowe. Mr. and Mrs. Ed ice at 11, subject “Reality in Re
ward Grindle, Mr. and Mrs. Henry ligion;" anthem, "Onward Christian
Lowell, Clayton Hunnewell, Charles Soldiers."
Superb fishing from pier
Services at St. John Baptist Church
Morris. Everett Torrey, Russell Mon
' or boat. Surf beach, no under*
tow. 18 *hole uolf, grass greens.
aghan, Theo. Stimpson. Herbert Mcl- ' Episcopal i for the second Sunday in
Club house on the beach.
-mng
quist. Howard Monaghan, Laurence Lent will be Holy Eucharist at 9 a. m.
pool. 1OO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
Watts and Lee Andrews. Dancing and i and Choral Vespers with sermon at 7.
I First' class patronage. Reasonable rates.
refreshments of salad, sandwiches, 1 The offertory at the latter service will
GEORGE KREAMER
cake an# cocoa completed the eve : be "The Penitent," sung by Marshall
| Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, —I.
Bradford.
ning.
<
The Congregational ladies' circle
will meet in their vestry Wednesday,
with supper at 6 o'clock.
Miss Rita Smith left Friday night
FLORIDA
to spend the week's vacation in NewYork.
MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points ol interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surrouml the hotel
Many rooms with private balconies

HOTEL
t'orner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES: (European)
Single $2.50 to $8.00 dally
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Application

Booklet
on

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI, FLORIDA

ol luxurious comfort

where modern appointments and
thoughtful service contribute a more

of happiness to

ample measure

smart living.

Convenient to every

important attraction in the greater
Miami area.

«

<

<

«

«

* European or American Plan

Wm. M. Gale, Manager

«

In Everybody’s Column

♦
Advertisements In this column not to ♦

.«.

.«.

,

WANTED

- ♦ R
t
♦
♦

exceed three lines Inserted once foT 25 *
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl
tlonal lines five cents each for one
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired.
time. 10 cents ior tnree times. Six tfords References.
C. L. ROACH, 132 Park St.
make a line.
Tel. 441-J.
13*24
BE YOUR OWN BOSS. Make $8-$12
Gladys
St.
Clair
Morgan
day.
Local
business.
No
depression
So much is being done for the
supplying daily needs. Start now. Expe
children these days that it is not sur
rience unnecessary. We finance you.
McNESS COMPANY. Dlv. S-725. Freenort.
prising that some mothers just sit
Ill.
22* It
back placidly and take no responsi
From friends in Florida we have career. Nowhere could be found an
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell flav»i£,
E
'V"h
I
fextracts
after
school;
send
for
free
bility for their children at all.
the program of a morning musicale other singing lady who had retired also six heifers. Guernsey bull,, and;1 sample.
cornrua
wAiz-wTEtm EXTRACT
fytd act m
WAKEFIELD
CO..
The children are educated away given by the Aeolian Chorus of from opera at 40—frankly confessing thoroughbred Holstein bull, 1 year old. Sanbornville. N. H.
22*31
WILLIAM DONOHUE, Tel. 527-M
from home; they belong to scout or Miami, assisted by Helen Flanagan, that over 40 was too old for youthful
I WANT to buy large or small lots of
21-23
opera roles.
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock
campfire organizations* that take soprano, Lewis Ely, violinist, and
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, hath, line hens.
St. Tel. 806-J.
22-24
One of the most glamorous women cellar,
barn, 14 acre fleld. Oliver St..
The
them still further away from home; Evelyn Jones, accompanist.
of
opera
and
concert,
until
her
re

LARGE SIZE canvas for truck cover
mile from postoffice Quick sale
chorus numbers were: "The Sea
FOUR CORNER
$2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. wanted. 18x22 ft.
their play is supervised; and they sons." a Swedish folk song arranged cent marriage, was Anna Case. After Tel.
21-23
1080.
18-tf GARAGE. Winslow s Mills.
have medical and dental care as by Gaines; "Dame Cuckoo." Hiller: her marriage to Clarence Mackay,
MAN who has had experience in the
INTERNATIONAL blue flame oil burner
part of their public school education “Summer Evening." an old Finnish the magnate, she told a friend: for sale, used one month, guaranteed. operation of a General Store wanted.
Write to W.. care Courier-Gazette.
And this week one indignant folk song; "Where Drowsy Waters "Music is for the young years. But Inquire 56 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 554-R
20-22 _________________________________ 21*23
mother came to see me because the steal,'' Lieurance; “Spring Joy," I can imagine that marriage must
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres
I WANT TO BUY Angora cats and kit
town has decided that it can't afford, chapman, and "Nights" by Clokey be all the richer experience, because modern
buildings, pasture land, hay, tens. T. WILLETT. Saco. Maine.
20*22
for the moment to put a safety tun- a note on the back of the program it has been deferred until 40. whep apple orchards, lumber and fire .wood.
j-i
uttpuawaw 'll1
i PRACTICAL nurse with doctor s rec—
music should be dohe."
Emma mdc
MRS
H
nel under a certain railway crossing reads;
StRSCamdcn
36 Moutkt,a1,’} I ommendatlon would like work nursing.
20*22
that is used by exactly seven chil- “This was a beautifully balanced pro- Eames, whose voice was phenomenal, ht., Camden. Tel. 2597._________ zl-tf p 0 Box 243, Camden.
SCREENED LUMP soft coal. $8 50;
dren. and would cost $3000. and an- gram. Dorothy Bird Snow is often one and whose triumphs reached all over
lump,
not
screened.
$8;
fitted
hard
wood
other mother writes me angrily that of the soloists and stands very high the world, retired at 42.
J. B. PAULSEN, Thomaston. Tel.
But the really epoch making re $12.
84-2.
20-22
with all we pay for school taxes in the esteem of the chorus of which
EIGHT HEAD Jersey cows and heifers, [ *
there doesn't appear to be a teacher she is a member. The violinist tage tirement, at an age which left the
free to give her Harold a little extra 151 was superb, one of the finest I world to wonder, was that of Jenny- bull 7 months old. Ford ton truck, two •
one-half ton truck body for sale. ’ •
coaching in arithmetic every night! have ever heard. Last Sunday eve- Lind. for when she was hardly at the sleighs,
’
height of her powers, and just over EDGAR W. MOODY. Union. Tel. 9-4
22-24 If *•**«'•••••••••
ning we heard Mrs. Snow sing won 20. in touring the British provinces.
,
derfully well at a concert at the
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
she met Bishop Edward Stanley at ■ prjce $40 ERNEST^STARRErrT calf.
Still a third parent complains that; hotel."
Tel. Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
14-tf
Norwich.
England.
Then
the
miracle
1
-13
Wurren
22*24
the school omnibus calls for her
jn the same letter was enclosed a
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. S12 a
DO YOU need money? Complete home
11-year-old Barbara at half-past 8 leaflet announcing the 1932 session —or the tragedy as some called ito'clock, when, “as they must very of the University of Miami Sym- happened to Jenny Lilld. She became i cord; junks. $11; 4-foot wood, $9. Kept furnishings bought for cash. Expert
cover' DODGES MT farm. TeL j appraiser furnished. All business strictwell know, Barbara’s first class is at phony Orchestra. William Koppe, convinced to sing in grand opera was 1
ly confidential. Phone or write CARL
to
God
18*23
9.30,” and a fourth wonders acidly ( conductor. These concerts are given displeasing
tnrnnA nil 1,,.,.
a t“ne she \ HORSE for sale. mare, weight 1600. rea- SIMMONS. Thorndike Hotel.
why the school isn't serving hot1 every other Sunday afternoon, from turned all her energies to the pre- sonabie price, mrs. Isaac young. 17
OUR PRICE on early orders, yellow
soup in this cold weather, instead of jan ’3 to April 10, inclusive. This or- mentation of religious music, ora- Pine st., Thomaston.______________ 20*22 Japanese Onion Sets, 30c lb.. $1.75 pk.,
the milk or malted milk the children chestra is unique in that it is com torios particularly. And when she ’ GAS STATION on Route l between postpaid. MAINE SEED CO.. 78 Elm St21*23
gave up singing alto- ! Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor- Portland, Me.
get at recess.
posed of students of the University, was 29 she
Fnr niabfr vnnvc
lot- new building, store and lunch
TWO INCUBATORS, electric, one 300
We mothers don't do much for our amateurs and professionals. It is, crpthpr
g her. For
eight jears she lived, ner
room complete with fixtures. To be sold capacity,
one 250; used twice, sell cheap,
children, once they're out of the perhaps, the outstanding organiza Qoing good deeds in that Victorian ; at once. $2500. v. f. studley, 69 Park $50 for both. E. B. DECOSTER, Waldolfl2-tf bpro, Me.
21*23
nursery.
tion of the entire South. Mr. Koppe England of the 1850 s, helping teach ! st- Tel 108°dry fitted hard wood under cover,
Machines bake their bread for was formerly associate conductor of in the Royal College of Music, but
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
clocks, grandfather clocks re
them and can their beans; machines the Cincinnati Symphony Orches SSVSaJSTS; “
»’“'T’i"ici3SSb,S: s-js Antique
paired. Experienced workman. Work
put on their buttons, polish their tra. a man of wide musical experi
can be called for and delivered, or leave
Schumann-Heink is the hardy
___________________ at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
shoes, and manufacture their under ence.
• ♦ ♦ •
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMperennial of opera and concert, the !
wear.
4 — ■ —*
• •••
$$ BER. Tel. 958-J.
157*ll-tf
Machines keep ice in the house,
I am happy to receive these musi grand old grenadier of motherhood I "
♦
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
bottle milk conveniently; we can buy cal notes, and particularly to be and music, as somebody called her
♦ land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
our lima beans shelled and our po brought into touch with Mrs. Snow's one?. Ask Madame when she ex- . LLlIjO AIlU VlllLlViO
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
14-tf
tatoes washed.
activities in music. I can well be uects to 1 etire, and her kind, homeHARD WOOD fitted. $12 ana $14;
Between the canneries and the lieve that her rich colorful voice and ly face widens into a tolerant smile I
Junks, $12; small round wood, stove
telephone and the gas stove, house intelligent artistry combine to give and she answers rougishly—"Never!" j
lengths. $10; fitted soft wood, $8. O. H.
keeping is reduced to a few hours' her hearers much pleasure. It is a A<- far as we know she is the record
CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
1-tf
work a day. and still thftnothers, or matter of regret that she has been holder—she is 71.
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
Most
of
the
great
singing
women
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO..
409
Main
St.,
some of the mothers, feel that the heard so little during her visits home
Rockland
14-tf
Govemment isn’t doing its full duty in recent years. It is always our are done at 60. done completely.
LfeT E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws
Marty a housekeeper, if she has a hope that she will be heard in re- After that they seem to arrange life
and- repair your furniture at 216 LIME
beautifully and solidly. Many of j
maid, does nothing at all all day., cital.
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
14-tf

THE REALM OF MUSIC

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS \

Given Over to Machines

, CPPC INft PUIPITC

them teach. Marcella Sembrich is!
» » • »
From Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight, one of these, now of the voice de
STATfe OF MAINE
Washington. D. C., comes a fine re- partment of the Curtis Institute of
County of Knox. ss.
TEN R I. RED hens wanted, one 2 or
view of the wonderful concert re- Music of Philadelphia.
To the Honorable Justice of the Superior
years old. Call 11 Grove St. L. V. Court, next to be held at Rockland with
Louise Homer at 57 is content, for I 3JOYCE
cently given there by Paderewski to
Tel. 84-W_______________ 21^3 in and for said County of Knox, on the
help the unemployed. Every seat in the most part to let Louise Junior
Tuesday of May. A. D. 1932.
COmDete
f°
I2irn?
honors
T
nvplv
'
BARRED
ROCK BABY CHIX 15c; first
Constitution Hall was filled, and « . •
Margaret Reid of said Rockland re
, , ‘honors. Lovely, hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
pa(ierews|{i-s hearers were enthralled CUtermmed Mary Garden is several 1 bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds, spectfully represents; that she was law
married to Virgil Reid at Rockland
by his artistry. When his small fig years ove” 40, though it is hard to albion wotton. Box 207. Friendship, fully
aforesaid on the eighth day of July.
7*45 A. D. 1928; that, thev U’T'i
ure emerged on the platform, the believe. Tetrazzini is still singing at Me Tel' 128"naudience rose and appiauded for 50 plus, and still taking a husband
THREE BUFFALO Incubators. 390 egg' husband and wife at said Rockland from
capacity. Price $20 each; two Blue Hen the time of their said .marriage untn
f ujjy tw0 mhiutes, a tribute probably now and then.
brooders. $10 each and one Queen j sixteenth dav of October, A. D 192R' that
And there you are!
paid to no other artist in Washhrooder $5 All irl good shape. E A. your libellant has always conducted her* « * *
Her second child is having a jngton
WINCAPAW. Friendship.
21*26 self towards her said husband as a iaunwretched time in the Eighth Grade. 8
« . « «
ful, true and affectionate wife; that on
Dr. Edwin N. C. Barnes, director
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C Reds Have the sixteenth day of October, A. D. 1928,
especially with her French, but al- And speaking of Paderewski, I of music in the public schools of you ordered your March chix? We have the said Virgil Reid utterly deserted
though Margaret plays a graceful jlavp jUst received from Dion E. Washington. D. C.. dean of the fac them for $160 a thousand, postpaid. your libellant without cause and went
orders slightly higher. State to parts unknown to her. since which
and charming part in the local Woolley of Mt. Vernon. N. Y.. re- ulty of Washington College of Music,; Smaller
for pullorum disease. F. H. time she has never seen or heard from
French class for grown-ups, she V|ews of jhe great pianist's concert in who conducts a summer school at accredited
WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Me.. R. 1.
him, or received from him any support;
never attempts to help Jean.
New York Feb. 8. Listen to what The Battery in Belfast, has sent me
10-tf that said utter desertion has continued
—
Z
----7
—
L
—
7
t
for
three consecutive years prior to the
Then there is Mrs. Brown, whose . LOlljs sherwin of the New York Eve- a copy of the program to be present
pH
at Pact
t
" tt ♦
L(^s Haw®5« Barred Rock filing of this libel; that his residence is
boys and girls all are being educated j ning Post has to say:
ea at East Front of the United chicks. 16c and up. according to quantity.! unknown to your libellant and cannot
in lessons and sports at the expense
“ignace Jan Paderewski achieved States Capitol on Washington’s Guarantecd disease free. Raise 1OO per be ascertained by reasonable diligence;
cent all chicks fumigated. Hatched in that there is no collusion between your
of the taxpayers. They are in their something last night even more sig- birthday at 12.45 p. m.
Buckeye, newest equipment. Also cus-, jjbellant and the said Virgil Reid to
teens now. fine young creatures who nificant than contributing more than
tom hatching, l'ic per egg. ALFRED,i obtain a divorce.
C HAWES. Union.
21-32
play tennis, swim, belong to teams 530 000 to the Musicians' Emergency
An 11-j’ear-old girl. Pauline Page_________________________________
Wherefore she prays that a divorce
be decreed between her and the
and clubs and school organizations; Fund. He blazed a path that the <of Spanish-American parentage'
s. c. r. i. red baby chicks. Hatch- may
said
the town has paid for tonsil and managers of the big symphony or won the contest for singing children, i Ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good forth. Virgil Reid for cause above set
tooth operations. But Helen has chestras had either insufficient cour started a month ago by William ’ ^?e^s
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
one 550 egg 103 degree incubator, for eighteenth
day of February. A D. 1932.
The high school orchestra is plan done absolutely nothing. Nothing, age or insufficient vision to attempt Knabe & Co., New York. The final sale. E. C. TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Phone
MARGARET REID.
that
is,
but
criticize.
19-tf
He showed, in the first place, that competition took place on Jan. 30. 13-42 Warren.
ning a cooked food sale for next
STATE OF MAINE
Yes, she did one thing. She sued you can give concerts to an attend and little Miss Page with her de
Knox, ss
February 18th. 1932.
Thursday at 2 o'clock in R. W.
Subscribed and sworn to before ine
the city when her Betty was knocked ance of 15,000 people. In the sec livery of "Ah, fors e lui” and “SemWalsh’s store.
*-*
this eighteenth day of February, A. D.
Albert Mank is confined to the down in a basketball scrimmage, and ond place, the directors and stock pre Libera’ from “Traviata,” carried
1932
has never recovered from her re holders of Madison Square Garden off the honors. Among the hearers ♦
IL. S.l
house with grippe.
FRANK A TIRRELL. JR.
Congratulations are extended to sentment that the case was thrown ought to vote him a handsome hon and judges were Rosa Ponselle and ♦
Notary Public.
orarium. For he also demonstrated Lily Pons. The prize was a small
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Maxey on the birth out of court.
STATE OF MAINE
Ampico
grand
piano.
More
than
150
that a hall of that size can be just
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to |L. S.|
Friday of a ten-pound daughter.
We______
All Pay For It
This attitude, that the State and ia« suitable a place for the hearing contestants were examined, the best let. good location, rent reasohable. KNOX. SS.Clerk’s Oflice. Superior Court,
Marilyn Jean.
ROBERT
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel.
The members of Gen. Knox Chap city owe tbe children everything, and , of tl)e finest nuances cf tie tone art eight singing for a jury consisting 77.
in Vacation
13-tf
Rockland. February 18. A. D. 1932.
ter. D.A.R.. are requested to meet in that idle mothers actually have no i as the smallest and most carefully of many famous musicians and music
AVAILABLE
for
rent
four
medium
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered.
promoters.
the vestry of the Methodist Episco duties in regard to them, is not only deseed for acoustical purposes,
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST That the Libellant give notice to said
* « » »
C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
18-tf Virgil Reid to appear before our Superior
pal Church Sunday evening, that surprising, it is costly.
“Tha most delicate P'anissimi of
It looks as though Stravinsky
they may attend in a body the union
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St., Court to be .holden at Rockland, within
Children, whether at home or in theJ.u?hopln,?al ad,e were P?rfec“y
Is nearly a hasbinsky.
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage. and for the County of Knox on the first
service of the Federated and Baptist school, are their mothers' and audible in the last row under the
Inquire
MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St Tuesday of May A. D. 1932, by publish
In all the history of music, no
Moussorgsky drank much Russian
Churches in observance of the 200th fathers' responsibility, and if they '
Tel. 388.__________________________ 14-tf ing an attested copy of said Libel, and
rum.
virtuoso
ever
has
performed
to
an
three weeks suc
anniversary of the birth of Wash get the wrong food, keep bad hours,
APARTMENT on second floor, three this order Inthereon,
But none can say his music’s bum.
The Courler-Oazette. a
ington. This service is in the audi or are abnormally and unnecessarily audience of such magnitude.
furnished rooms and bath to let. ANNE cessively
newspaper
printed
In
Rockland tn our
V.
FLINT.
32
School
St.
Tel.
1013-M
“An excellent job of work was done
There’s one thing I am sure of. yep;
torium at 7.15.
of Knox, the last publication to
dull at their lessons, we all pay for it.
U-tfCounty
That Wagner’s operas keep their pep.
in
providing
the
proper
acoustic
en

be
thirty
days
at
least
prior
to said first
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock and Miss
One woman, in an Oregon town,
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St. Tuesday of May next, that he may there
Edith Wilson will arrive today from made such a fuss about the school vironment. The arrangement was
Tschaikowsky’s passional note
Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 and then in our said court appear and
Gets Toscanini’s gote.
Malden, Mass., for a week's visit with cafeteria that she was asked to come most sagacious. A silage was erect
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
14-tf show cause, If any he have, why the
Miss Hortense Wilson..
SEVEN ROOM tenement, moderi. con prayer of said Libellant should not be
before the Board of Education and ed at the western end. Behind the
Mendelssohn's no longer heard.
veniences. to let at South Main Si.. $25 granted.
The primary department of the present her grievance This woman ' Piano was a background br some
I can’t say how I miss that bird.|L. S.|
a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Pa k St
Baptist Sunday school joined the was a rich doctor's wife, and had two :
Purple material 15 feet high,
HARRY MANSER
1
Tel.
1080.
14-tf
Also
Liszt
Crusaders and have been organized servants, a car. and but one small' Abofve thls'
Justice of the Superior Court.
within en feet of the
Is miszt.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modejn. 23
A
tme
cony
of
the
Libel and Order of
hijjj
roof,
rose
a
huge
yellow
curtain
of
into two bands. Heralds and Jewels.
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRES< OTT. the Court thereon.
I 240 Broadway.
14-tf Attest:
Cesar Cui.
Miss Ellen Leonard who came to
The board asked her if she could : apparently flimsier texture. The
Pfui!
attend the funeral of her brother-in- come daily, to supervise the cafeteria, ithrown back through the
IRON—1(4 In. round refined Surplus
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
stock. 3c per lb. BICKNELL MFG. COM
22-S28
law. John Hanley, has returned to which was run by the children them- h3'1 withf perfecL au™>’
A,n ,
PANY.
73-S-tf
Chelssa, Mass.
BRISTOL
selves, and work out some of her own I audience of more than 15,000 people
UNFURNISHED
flve
room
apartment
The newly elected officers of the ideas, and she indignantly repudi- consisted of. as you may well
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
Citizens Insurance Company
Eastern Star circle are Mrs. Winifred ated the suggestion.
Mrs. C. N. Robinson, accompanied ST. Tel. 156-W.
I >magine. all sizes, ages and colors.
14-tf
Slader, president; Mrs. Marion Graf
There
were
hundreds,
one
almost
;
by
her
son
Millard
and
daughter
of New Jersey
On the other hand, it was a quiet
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. flue cellar,
ton, vice president; Mrs. Eleanor little woman with no servant, and ventures to say thousands of white- Mabel went to Portland Sunday to toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Jersey City, N. J.
Clark, secretary and treasurer; Mrs. four children, who developed a prac haired ladies and gentlemen who see her son Elmer who is in the Chil- large veranda, large yard. Adults only
14-tf
Cora Knights, Mrs. Georgia Robinson tically perfect, almost self-support prcbably cheered Paderewski when dren's Hospital there. Elmer is re- Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
and Mrs. Matie Spalding, work com ing system for school lunchrooms, in he first played at Carnegie Hall in ported as gaining rapidly.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
able for family of two or three, at 15
Real Estate....................
mittee.
1891.”
Mrs. Dorothy Morton is working for Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
another Western State.
Mortgage Loans • , . ,
Tel.
318-W.
14-tf
In the same issue Oscar Thomp her mother, Mrs. Viola Poland while
Services and music at the Baptist
Collateral Loans • . . ,
It is a fatal mistake to suppose
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
Stocks and Bonds . . .
Church Sunday morning will be: that all the advantages and privi son, music critic, says: "But impres the latter is away.
$1,991,856.25
connection.
Three
rooms
down,
three
up,
Cash in Office and Bank'
Winfield Carter is in Round Pond large front hall, open attic, good yard
665.938 M4
Bible school at 9.45; mornincr worsbin j leges we American mothers enjoy di sive as are the figures of an attendAgents' Balances . . . '.
433.047.55
to
visit
his
sister
Mrs.
Charles
Gifa: 11, topic. "Draw Nigh To God;” vorce us from our share of building
Garage
If
desired.
Apply
12
WARREN
Bills
Receivable
...................
of T5000 and receipts of about
.
7,18498
Interest and Rent! .
ST. Tel. 577.
12-tf
j $33,500. they cannot overshadow the ford.
anthems. "Praise Ye the Father." the home and the State.
.
20,91040
:____ x___ _____________ x _
I Miss Mary Robinson is ill with the
Allother Assets . . , ,
.
O
Gounod; and "O Master Let Me Walk
FIVE-ROOM
FURNISHED
apartment,
There is no mother who can afford ! importance of this concert as one of
Gross Assets , . ,
furnace, gas, coal range, toilet: ■ $6 a
$3.118,938 Of
With Thee," G. B. Nevin. Y.P.S.C.E. not to do something, little or big., the most memorable of a career that; grippe.
Deduct
items
not
admitted
’
week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
58.497.68
at 6 o'clock: at 7.15, union service with inward makine our tvne nf miblic I today has no parallel. The real
Mfs- Thorny Poland has arrived 1080.
Admitted
................... $3,060,440.34
g-tf
Federated Church. Hyler street.
schooling a success. Just because we beneficiaries of Mr. Paderewski s ho™e f°,Ltha_S“mincr
„
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and lights.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
don’t havp tn snin rlnth hnil soaD great-hearted generosity were those
E ° Thompson went to Friendship MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St. Net Unpaid Losses . . ,
$58,806.82
?eed chickens and dip «candles any’ "ho heard him play, whatever they ! this week for grain and flour,
Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
•
WHERE’S THAT CANE?
Unearned Premiums . .
355.252.13
more doesn't mean that our respon- | Paid into the emergency relief fund h
IdaJ0^and has Thomas Prior
All other Liabilities . . .
578,895.02
, FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
Cash Capital ......
1
.000.000310
snow has ' electric lights, gas and bath. Reason Surplus over all Liabilities .’
The selectmeh of St. Georgs would sibilities are over; they have merely *°F
Privilege. In all that per. disaDDCared'
,067,486.37
able. F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main St
like to know the whereabouts of the moved into a wider field — our itained t0 tonal Power, to bigness of ■ L
aisappeared.
Total Liabilities and Surplus
Tel. 422-R.
14-tf
Ecs'on Post cane.
Anyone having motherhood now embraces all chilmotional depth and sweep, G“antjB'.^® the'uiudvfft
$3,060,440.31
information is asked to communicate dren, our housekeeping all homes.
and to an Olympian loftiness of con- '-tai.anct vis.ted the Loudville school
22-S-27
RELIABLE AND GUARANTEED
with them.
■’’The minute you say "salaries” ception, this was Paderewski on the i on£. ^a^ 'as'' we[i<;
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
summits
of
his
colossal
art,
an
ap,
e
T
ls
one
S!
®
n
s
P
r
ing
—
the
plenty of women are on hand to run
the children. Some of them are parition of towering strength and T?tcrP' ars.arc crawling out. and as
Strout Insurance Agency
For twelve years we have been
completely unfit; some are childless, irresistible stir, commanding, com- t, lc 0 “ saying goes, that is a sign oi serving this community. Quotations
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. and most of them are inexperienced. pelling, enchanting, bewildering; en- approaching spring.
E. O. Thompson is sawing wood
But say "twelve hundred a year" riching the spirit of those who came with his machine for the men folks on store, home and office wiring
Insurance in all its branches
under
the
sway
of
his
masterful
and
cheerfully given,, Work done prompand instantly you have someone all
of Loudville.
genius."
Probate Bonds
Notary Public agog to see that the dear children persuasive
ly and in accordance with latest
Mrs.
Ida
Poland
was
recently
call

And think , of, it—. Paderewski is in
Alfred M. Strout
get their hot lunch, or make the
J. Walter Strout
ing on friends in Loudville.
practice. No undertaking too large
Stf I crossing safely, or are coached in P1!®
year. Isn t it thrilling!
__
" j their mathematics.
J
Awnings are cheaper Let us make or too small. House-Sherman, Ine,
But to help out as a matter of in- I The statement that Paderewski is J your awnings now—help create em- 585 Main street, Rockland. Incorpo
terest. service, and State and com- ■ in his 72d year brings to mind an ployment and save money at the rated in 1923.—adv.
SOFT COAL PRICES
Such Good Foodmunity loyalty is another thing.— article I read a short time ago re- j same time. This is a local concern
For its world's fair next year Chi
round----------service
Screened Lump Soft Coal, $8.50 Kathleen Norris in the Eoston Sun- garding the age tor public
____ singers
. to ij aii -year ------Rockland cago is going to erect a replica of
name the zero hour. The subject Awning Co.. 16 Willow street H E
Lump Soft Coal not screened $8.00 day Globe.
Hamlet's castle at Elsinore. The
| was brought up by Geraldine Far- Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
New Itiver Soft Run of the Mine
scheme is warmly backed by the un
rar's announcement that she was,
All Home Cooking
21-23
$7.75
paid school teachers, who hope the
Specials Served Daily
IN FIGHTING AGAINST through with public singing—abso
10 Tons or More $6.85
ghost
will
walk
there.
—
Detroit
News.
lutely. finally through upon her 50th 1 Delivered in Rockland or Thom
Try
our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
birthday, near at hand. ManyFLU-GRIP
1855
1932
A Harvard astronomer believes
aston
women all over the world were sorry
Mars is almost certainly uuhabited by
Keep the bowels open and take
Hard Coal Prices Are Lower
with her, even as they marveled at
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
I intelligent beings, and that they are
hej; frank renunciation. For Miss
v Telephone Thomaston 84-2
Waldoboro and Rockland
BROWN’S RELIEF
j signaling to us. They probably are
Opposite Perry’s Market
Farrar's announcement very soon w%s
Highlands
j going to try to sell us some of their
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
on arising and ret'r ng
J. B. PAULSEN
disclosed to stand out with as much
Artistic Memorials In Stone
i bonds. Just let on as if you didn’t
22‘lt
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf uniqueness as Miss Farrar's entire
I'PR-tf
I notice them—Detroit News.

She has detached herself completely
from living: other pqfsons are doing
everything but breathe, eat and sleep
for her. and she has to work hard
to keep herself amused.
Nothing But Criticism
„
. „
...
.
...
For instance. there^ls^ a ^neigjiboi
of mine. Margaret Smith. Margaret
has three little girls, in whose progress mentally, spiritually and physically she takes only an outsider s in-

TO LET

GRALYNN

Sixteen floors

tlvery-Other-Uay

Biscayne Room
Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bay, Bay;
front Park ai.u
the Atlantic Ocean.

You'll enjoy stopping at
this ultra-modern hotel.
Located “a step lroru
Broadway”, overlooking
world-renown Times
Square. The city's most
interesting places, thea
tres, smart shops, busi
ness centers are all near
by. .1 tOO outside rooms,
each with a private bath
(tub and sliqwer), a radio
and servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates.

at PENOBSCOT BRILL

SMISGLE •3.«3..’td-S t
• I-V5-8U

PENOBSCOT GRILL

44 »o 45S»«
a 18th A«s., N.Y,

HUuiagw
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Every-Othcr-Day

fcocietv

Israel Snow Jr. student at North'
1 Eastern University, Boston arrived
' yesterday to spend the weekend and
holiday at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pettingill of
Freeport are to be guests of Mr. and
: Mrs. E. E. Stoddard. Grove street, for
the weekend.

KIPPY KARNIVAL A KORKER
Smart Juniors of Rockland High School Give Their
Patrons Royal Entertainment

IAMB'S WEEKLY SFECIA1

The junior class play opened the chairman of ball, Richard Knowlton;
In addition to personal notes regard- : Mrs. Evelyn Sherman returned
anri Mrs Merle Hutchinson Kippy Karnival Thursday night with assistants, Herbert Spear and Rich
Ing
departures and arrivals, this depart-1 Thnrsrtiv from Boston where she nt- I M ' 8 *
ment especially desires information of thursaay from Boston, wnere sne at i were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Waldo a well filled auditorium and an en ard Economy; specialty chairman,
aortal happenings, parties, musicals, etc tended as a delegate, the New Eng-1 j owe Thursday evening for luncheon thusiastic audience. A group of 12 Fletcher Brown; assistants Berna
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be land Regional Conference, of the I and bridge.
students present from Belfast includ dette Snow, Howard Chase and Syl
gladly received.
W.C.T.U. There were 260 delegates
_ ____
ed the cast who recently put on the via Cohen; decorating. Joan MoulaiTELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 794-W
from all over New England. Wednes
son; clean up, Howard Crockett; as
Miss Ellen Dalv, R. N. superintend same plav.
day. afternoon lunch was served in
"The Charming Pretender” is a sistant, Shirley Barbour.
Mrs Adelaide Butman was tendered Hotel Statler and the speakers were ■ ent of Knox Hospital leaves today for
Class committees—Seniors, deco
Boston for a short visit during which bright comedy melodrama with a dis
a delightiu! party Wednesday eve very interesting.
she will attend a performance of J inherited daughter, stolen jewels, a rating. Evelyn Sherer; soliciting, Ed
ning, the occasion being a reunion of
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street”
detective, ’n everything There is, in ward Palmer. Arlene Makinen and
members of a former neighborhood
Mrs. Fred Pendleton and Miss Mar
------i addition, a bit of philosophy that is Byron Jov; juniors, decorating, Vivian
club, supplemented by a few other
Mrs Oscar S. Duncan entertained I neither comedy nor melodrama but Chaples: soliciting. Nicholas Pellifriends. Picnic supper was served, garet Pendleton are in Wiscasset,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Robert

at
bridge Thursday afternoon at her j simple truth. Dull, drab surround- cane; soDhomores, decorating, Hervey
and the time devoted chiefly to
Alien: soliciting, Elzada North; fresh
son
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
Wilband.
home
on Main street.
inBs can be made brighter by taking men. decorating . Catherine Black;
reminiscing.
Those present were
_____
a
cheerful
and
courageous
attitude
Mrs. Sadie Leach, Mrs. Ella Achorn,
soliciting, captain for each ward.
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater enter
Mrs Mavnard Williams of Belmont, J ‘°W«d them. This is Sue Alexander's
Mrs. John A. Stevens. Mrs. Philip
tained
at
a
bridge
luncheon
Wednes_____
____
__
Mass..'
and
daughters
Mrs.
Gladys
!
t
i®L
t
.
h
A
’
?
gs
_.
ar<
;
bette
.
r
tha
”
Thomas, Mrs. Harriet Orbeton, Mrs.
STRAND THEATRE
of*“p^tland" and Mrs. Alice ; theV arP Elizabeth Clark, as the real
Farle Ludwick, Mrs. George L. St. day evening at her home on Rankin
Clair. Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and Mrs. street. There were three tables in Car)cjn Of Greenwich. Conn., are at' “Miss Vermont” did some excellent
play, Mrs.
Step up and shake hands with
. Gardner French,
>. Mrs. A.
- R. The Thorndike. The accompanied ! acting in the few minutes when she
Wilbur Cross.
Havener and Miss Pearl Borgerson hp remains of Maynard Williams. had the center of the stage. The oth- "The Champ,” a has-been, a waster.,
brought here for burial. Services er tw° Kiris' parts were pretty evenlv a tough guy with a hard fist and a i
Miss Eda Lawry of Friendship is carrying off the honors.
-------were held at Sea View cemetery this I balanced in length and importance. big heart; the fallen idol of a kid
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Colson.
The Congregational ladies will morning.
Sue Alexander, as played by Berna- who believes in him. his father; an
Mrs. Doris Jordan and Miss Susan I serve supper Wednesday at 6.15 with ’
-------j dette Snow, delighted the audience ex-champ who “comes back” and
The meeting of the Progressive Lit- ; with her fresh girlish charm and pays the penalty for his courage, i
Spear entertained at three tables of Miss Dorothy Snow as chairman
erary Club at the home of Mrs. Eve- j emotional fervor. The part of Eloise
bridge Wednesday evening at Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Carter (The!- I lyn Snow. Thomaston, Tuesday aft- Drexel, the aristocratic society girl
Spear’s home on Talbot avenue, with
highest honors going to Miss Ethel ma Littlefield) of Orono were recent| ernoon will be in the nature of a so- j was depicted by Carol Gardner with
Smalley, Mrs. Verna Thomas, Mrs. guests of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner. I cial observance of the Washington I unusual strength. Much of the sucBi-Centennial. including items of in- cess of the plav depended upon Miss
Dorothy Baxter, and consolation go
ing to Miss Elizabeth Knight. Other
The Thursday Auction Club was ! terest on the life of President Wash- Gardner’s steadiness and skill in the
guests were Miss Henrietta Libby, M.'S. entertained by Mrs. L. A. Crockett. ington, and a paper on Mrs. George | portrayal of a wide range of emotion.
lady of the '| TLawrence ”
Crane was *a charming
"
Gladys Burgess, Mrs. Clara Curtis, Ocean street, with dinner preceding Washington, the first
young fellow, a bit of a rascal but
White House.
Mrs. Audrey Teel, Mrs. Edith Hallo cards.
sound at heart. Leon White, youth
well and Mrs. Phyllis Leach. A val
Owing to the holiday the regular ful parent of the charming Eloise,
entine luncheon was served.
Members of the P. J. Club had meeting
of the Sunshine Society is spoke his lines with dignity.
lunch at Chisholm’s Spa last evening,
Robert Allen as Andrew Carmichael
Miss Annie Richards of Rockport with cards at the home of Mrs. Wil postponed to Monday Feb. 29.
the debonair detective, had things
spent Wednesday at the t-;ne of her bur Senter Jr., Talbot avenue.
____
Harry Daniels savs: “If you want to pretty much his own way. He was
brother Alton Richards of Bay View
, _ ., „ ,1 keep yourself humble, a simple way is ! far more skillful in his love making
square.
Mrs. Richard Maxey of Portland,
read ^bree pages of Webster's die- ; than in his gun play but there was
Miss Letitia Creighton motored is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles \ tjonary every day, and go out and reason enough for that. Anyone
look at the stars for 15 minutes every would have enjoyed making love to
yesterday to Brunswick where she A K®5*-------| clear night.” There are many who J the charming Sue but pulling a gun
was joined by her brother, Robert
Miss Hermia Toothaker of Bruns- ' w,isb t0 improve in mental stature, on so gentlemanly a crook as Stanley
Creighton, of the Boston Traveler,
to spend the weekend and holiday at wick is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. judging by the large assembly at last Gay offers no such inspiration. InHerbert Hall. Summer street over the night's meeting of the Woman's Edu- I deed, although Stanley made a fashis home in Thomaston.
weekend.
cational Club. It was prefaced by an cinating young Englishman and Shirafternoon meeting when Dr. H. H. ley Barbour an excellent butler, the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Staples cele
Mrs. Annie B Douglas who under- Plumer attending physician of the amount of crookedness the two of
brated their fifth wedding anniversary
Tuesday night, and a ceremony was wept an operation at Knox Hospital, j jones- private Sanitarium of Union j them could muster for the occasion
,e ..How man cares for those men- I would never damage anyone's reputa- ?<*
wr a- «»ic
held under an arch of green. The Tuesday forenoon is getting along
tally diseased.” a scientific discourse tion for honesty.
JACKIE COOPER^ IRE Nt RICH
rooms were decorated in red and nicely.
-------which held his hearers' rapt attenBetween the acts Shirley Barbour
,'n'THE CHAMP*
white. Buffet lunch was served by
Keno was the uppermost subject 'tion Mrs Nettie Stewart gave a fine unbent sufficiently to pay tribute to
Miss Margaret Everett and Miss Ruth
Sukeforth. There were 25 guests. at 77 North Main street Thursday paper on "ideas of Democracy." I the patience and skill of the coach, That's "The Champ," a human, sim
when Mrs. Brackett enter- These names were voted to member- ! Miss Dorothy Parker, “the charming
Mr. and Mrs. Staples ‘received many night
ple man played to perfection by the
beautiful and useful wooden gifts. | tained. Prizes were won by Master j shjp. Carrie F. Crockett, Annie Boyce. director," anpeared for a moment be incomparable Wallace Beery. And
Robert Brackett and Mrs. Gabriel- ■ Mary Boyce and Alice Leiter, and fore the curtain to express in a few
others presented. The miscellaneous graceful words, her appreciation of meet his kid, “Dink," a lovable
Miss Alma Johnson, senior nurse at son. Refreshments.
program under the leadership of Miss the gift which he presented her in youngster whose childish faith brings
State Street Hospital, Portland, is
Mr. and -Mrs. William Wells and Neva Dyer opened with "An Old Sweet- behalf of the cast. The play commit- tragic success to a has-been; a kid
guest of Miss Flora Colson. Next Mrs.
Christine Creath of Lubec and heart of----Mine." by Miss Annie Green. ' tee was: Business manager. Alice who believes in his father with all
week Miss Johnson and Miss Colson Bert Wells
the fervor of his small heart. Wal
of New York were recent
will visit Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn in guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rog Neil Little sang "Night of Splendor." Gay: assistants Marion Johnson and lace Beery and Jackie .Cooper cowith Hugh Benner at the piano. Miss Everett Frohock; property manager.
Friendship.
ers.
Charlotte Dyer read from the Editor’s Herbert Spear: assistants. Gerald starred for the fust time in a warm
Column. Mrs. Winnie Horton recit- Black and Avis Lovejoy; publicity human, tender story of a man and
Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained at
Mrs. Ardelle Taylor left Wednesday ed "The Deacon," and Mrs. Nettie | manager, Mildred Sweeney; usher a boy who love each other so dearly
luncheon and cards Thursday at her for an indefinite stay with Mrs. Wil- Stewart a monologue “The Man At ! chairman, Mary Ginn; costume they cannot express it in words.
home on Masonic street her guests j itooTwe^LubM'
the Door." Mrs. Josie Burns gave a mistress, Rose Whitmore.
Special That's the real story of “The
being Mrs. Walter H. Spear. Mrs.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
medley of old fashioned songs. The mention should be made of the stage Champ," a story of laughter and
C. W. Proctor and Mrs. Ray Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Whittemore evening speaker was one of the managers, Frederic Palmer and Ken tears. The cast supporting Wallace
leave today for Old Orchard and Bos Democratic candidates for governor, neth Dailey and the electrician. Pierre
Opportunity Class meets Wednes- , ton, where they will be for the week. James B. Perkins, Boothbay Harbor Havener, who broke all records for at Beery and Jackie Cooper includes
Irene Rich, Rcscoe Ate \ Hale Ham
day evening at the First Baptist par
lawyer. His subject was “Growth of tending to their duties without asking ilton. Edward Brcphy and Jesse
lors. with Mrs. Maud Grant, Mrs.
Miss Anne Blackington went to Common Law” Health pictures were or........
..... ~ help from any member of Scott. The “Champ" will be present
needing
Pauline .Saunders and Mrs. Lola Malden, Mass., yesterday where she shown from Washington Children s j t,le faCUlty.
ed Monday and Tuesday.—adv.
Willis as‘hostesses. Each member is will spend the weekend and holiday Bureau, by Messrs. Perry and PelliU. S. KICKAPOO
DANCE
U. S. KICKAPOO
asked to take writing tablet for the with her sister, Mrs. William W.
The High School gym was the busi
cane.
SECOND ANNUAL
Mather School, and pieces for patch- Graves.
PARK THEATRE
est place in Rockland yesterday. The
ROCKPORT
work and sewing kits.
"The Menace" Monday-Tuesday o
carnival booths were more attractive
feature, is a thrilling drama of ven
Mrs. John Clayter. Camden, is en
Schools in town closed Friday for a than ever before. Italy with trailing geance. An escaped convict returns o
An old-time quilting party was tertaining the Saturday Night Bridge
£
grape yines, the south pole in sky
Auspices Personnel U. S. C. G. “Kickapoo"
given bv Mrs. Leroy Chatto, McLoud Club.
VaMrIandfMrt S^ Haskell who are I blue and snow white with a border of to his ancestral home externally an
street, Thursday, preceded by dinner.
entirely changed man. but internally <
Reilley’s Rhythm Kings
snending a few days at their farm in life size penguins and the Country still burning with the desire to prove
Her guests were Mrs. Minnie Rogers,
Miss Laura Tolman of Winchester.
Mrs. Martha Foster, Mrs, Arthur Post, Mass, arrives today to spend a week Lincolnville had as guests Thursday Store, presided over by the “Stebbins himself innocent of the murder of y
TEMPLE HALL
and Mrs G F Currier.
, B°>’s
Bucksport Center" were all
Mrs. Ella Lurvey and Miss Faith Lur- with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore, Rev
Mr and Mrs Everett Libby re-I >n charge of the seniors The juniors his father and bent upon tracking LZ
MONDAY, FEB. 22
vey.
Camden road.
turned to their home at Manchester. ’ featured Scotland in their remem- down the guilty parties. An oil well tri
’
All kinds of Eats and Drinks (soft)
N H Thursday morning after a few ; brance booth "For Auld Lang Syne explosion proved a blessing in dis
The meeting of Browne Club
guise for Ronald Quayle. His muti
The valentine season was evidenced
\
Dancing K to 12
the ever oopular miniature golf
scheduled for next Friday, has been in the luncheon served to members days'"visit with Mrs. Charles F. In- I and
Tickets 50 Cents from any member of the
Grabs, also in charge of the juniors, lated face was entirely remade and
changed to Wednesday evening, Feb. of the N.&S. Club Thursday evening, graham.
when he returned to his ancestral
Kickapoo Personnel
Mrs. Stanley Payson and infant son were concealed in an Indian wigwam. home, Quayle Manor, as Robert
24, at the home of Miss Katherine with Miss Madlene Rogers of AmesThe
Irish
booth,
gay
with
shamrocks
Keating.
| t,ury street, as hostess. Honors in returned Monday from Knox Hos was occupied by the handkerchief Crockett nobody recognized him. As U. S. KICKAPOO
U. S. KICKAPOO
DANCE
Robert Crockett, a wealthy oil man
.------- .
. . „
' bridge were won by Miss Ruth Rog- pital.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Grotton have table. Iceland, done in evergreen anxious to buy the indebted Quayle
Miss Katherine Veazie went to Bos-j ers Mrs Laurence Leach and Mrs.
with eotton snow and silver ice was
The.Democrats have one good
ton yesterday and on her return to- . F p jones Mrs. Jones was a special returned from Rockland and are oc most appropriately the home of the Manor, he becomes a willing victim to
i,They
WARREN
hold their "victory dinners" becupying their home on Camden road.
day will be accompanied by her father , gues^
the crooked designs of his step-mother
Ice
cream
cone
and
Eskimo
pie.
Ire

~~ ,
I fore the election instead of after it.—
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham, son
Fred T. Veazie, who has been at the I .
_____
land, Iceland and the fortune teller Caroline Quayle and her two accom
Warren High School will close Ju(J
New England Baptist Hospital for ' Miss Victoria Curry and Miss Vir- Maynard, daughter N^ncy. Mr^Effie ^re beir)g mgnaged by the soplio- plices, who were the real murderers March 4 for the spring vacation of1
y j
es The fresbmen Were prOprie- of his father. Working on tbe theory
treatment for several weeks.
; ginia Childs have taken apartments Veazie and daughter Ma y
moming for a
Visit*ith rela j tors of “The White Heart Tavern" that when thieves fall out, the just two weeks
1 at the Foss House.
C. W. Turner of the Wilson-Waye
Mrs. Donald Cummings entertained
Massach
.
h
which proved to be a very attractive man gets his due. Ronald tosses some Co., Cambridge, was in each school
MON.-TUES.
the T.&E. Club Wednesday with pic
Wellington L Cla ,
and popular tea room. This class thing good to thieves to fight about
Mrs. Marian Cobb Fuller of Augusta
Wednesday
of
this
week
taking
pic

nic dinner at her home.
confined
to
his.bed
for
near
y
a
y
.
alsQ
ran
thp
Dutch
b00tb
w
hcre
who was called here bv the death of
and in time they all bring in their tures of the children.
foQd
sQ]d
Mrs. Mary Perry has been the guest has experienced much happiness durown convictions. His plan of action
The bridge tea which is to be given of Mrs. L. E. Wardwell, Camden, for ing the past week through t
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, accompanied
d
carnival opened with a reco-d develops a series of very exciting ad
at the Copper Kettle Monday after a few days.
ness of his manV
J*®
Torrev crowd fillin8 the
n°or and 8al’ ventures, typical of Wallace’s genius by Mrs. Leroy Norwood, visited Dr.
noon under the auspices of Lady
suggestion of Mrs. Emma Torrey. ]eries Thp {jrst number on the pro. for the melodramatic.
and Mrs. Dana Newman in Augusta,
Knox Chapter, D.A.R., promises to be
d
. _ , grftm was a group o{ itanan songs by
Capt.'W. H. Wincapaw and Ensign president of Fred A. Nor
Walter Byron gives An interesting Wednesday.
a delightful affair. Playing will be Otis leave bv motor today for New C„ remembered him with a s
j a mixed cborus of seniors. This was peiformance as Ronald Quayle; the
William Swift observed his 82d
gin at 2.30. Mrs. Suella Sheldon and York where they will study the propo of cards in honor of his birthday an- (q have be(?n followed by a few re_ characterization is sincere and ap birthday anniversary Feb. 16, receiv
Mrs. Angelica Glover will pour. sition of a new plane to replace that niversary. Mr. Clark is the husband, mar
jrc by the ““stAhhinc
marks
Stebbins unvs"
Boys" hn
but pealing. Bette Davis is charming as ing a large number of cards from
Reservations may be arranged with recently destroyed by fire. They will of a past president of the Corps and both were too busy “tendin' store." his sweetheart, who remains stead friends and relatives.
Mrs. Ann Snow, regent. Mrs. Beulah be accompanied as far as Boston by has always taken a great interest in
“Aunt Hitty Tarbox" and "Samanthy fastly true to his memory and H, B.
Highland Grange of East Warren
Allen Mrs. Mary Ladd or Mrs. Alice Mrs. Wincapaw and son William.
its affairs, helping whenever possible; Cummins" substituted for them with Warner gives one of his usual top- was the guest of Warren Grange
Karl.
nor has “he confined his kindnesses to a tea table act which would have notch performances as a Scotland Tuesday evening. As special features
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne entertains the this organization. He has been one been very funny if it could have been Yard Inspector.—adv.
of the occasion Rev. H. I. Holt gave an
Mrs. Perley Simmons was hostess to Cardinal Club this afternoon.
always looking for an opportunity to b7a*rd’ The girls taking the parts.
interesting talk, a "guess cake" fur
the Moonlight Auctioneers Wednes
render service to others and especial- ! Fa*nnie Masalin and Aino Kangas.
nished much amusement, and refresh
day evening at luncheon and cards.
NORTH HAVEN
Miss Dorothea Luce and group of 11 ly interested in the young people of kept tbejr bea(js jn spite of the hubHonors were carried off by Mrs. Phyl friends arrive from Dorchester. Mass., the town, who upon learning of his ( bub an^ ma(je (bejr pantomime do
Arthur Hopkins was operated upon ments of cake, cocoa and sandwiches
lis Clark. Miss Gladys Bowen and today to spend the weekend and holi anniversary were glad to do their bit double duty but the cr0Wd was too al Knox Hospital Thursday morning were served. In the guess cake con
test William Ring of the Highland
Mrs. Lillian Lord.
day at the Luce Homestead Camden for his enjoyment, with the result
They have already been asked to for gall stones His condition seem-: Grange won.
road.
that remembrances have been pourfor some assembly next favorable for good recovery and
Miriam Rebekah Lodge is to hold a I
In spite of the icy traveling a good
friends all hold best wishes for him.
ing in to him for several days. These
public card party Tuesday evening at
Mrs. Parker Stone was a Rockland sized delegation was present Wednes
Mrs. Velma Marsh and Miss Mabel included not only cards, but two term.
Odd Fellows' hall, with plaving to Lamb are to entertain Chapin Class birthday cakes, a complete chicken
The piano duet by Horace Booth ''s^Mn ^Ned Dyer and Mrs day evening at the meeting of the
begin at 8. There will be tables for Wednesday evening at the home of dinner and numerous other gifts, tor
past grand and past noble grand as
Jhp WUherspoon were in Rockland Wed- sociation of Knox and Lincoln coun
progressing, pivoting and “63," and Mrs. Marsh. Members are asked to which Mr. and Mrs. Clark fee! very and Howard Chase fared
floor managers, by the skillful uSe of
“
the awards will be of an attractive note change in night.
grateful. Mr. Clark is no stranger to a long rooe in the hands of polite but
Icg
(he
this ties, which took place with Mystic
nature. Mrs. Grace Rollins as chair
Rebekah Lodge.
the readers of this paper as his name firm young men succeeded in herding
man will be assisted by Mrs. Helen
The weekly meeting of Cheerful has frequently appeared
Mrs. Jesse Mills entertained the
under the crowd back from the piano so that
*
,
,
,
,
f
Paladino.
Circle on Wednesday night was with articles and poems published in past the performers couM be both seen and .hp
^jTchoJl met Jolly Five at dinner Thursday.
Mrs. Fred Cates.
issues. Even since his illness he has heard. Scotch songs and danc 5
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chas?
a( thg caurc.) frQm 7 to 8 A BoysMrs. Wesley Thurston was hostess
composed a poem on Rockpor- and the juniors made a hit. The^qu. t
formed for the time be- of Newton Centre. Mass., are spend
to the T Club last evening.
The annual “winter picnic” of the Camden.
o .^OtC£„I= Avit V±io? and
lcokl«S ^ter to a Scout troop. ing a few days at their summer home
Junior Harmony Club will take place
• • • •
Beitha K®pp‘
lur-n, qtocl- There will be another meeting next here.
Miss Ervilla Stoddard who teaches Wednesday at 6.30 p. m. at the BPW
Cy/vn M^hster
Man
£ame h«ur
RA'. Howard A. Welch led the dis
Church Notes
in Easthampton, Mass., is spending rooms, for members only. Members
cussion Thursday afternoon at the
the weekend and holiday with Mr. will go in Colonial costume and take
Baptist, George F. Currier, minis S?^S. V8K2 JSf"»”,
ministers' conference of the Knox and
and Mrs. Roland Decker, South Wey box lunch.
ter: Morning worship at 10.45 with
„„„„
hv Maw : community ga'herin; at the church.
Lincoln Association which was held
mouth.
special sermon for the Lenten sea Ginn and Stt ^S. Dorothy I The subject will be "^hington and at Port Clyde. The subject was “Re
Mrs. Clara Johnson leaves today for son, “Waiting On the Lord," chil
His Lessons For America." The
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent are New York'where she will be engaged drens' story, anthem; church school Harvie sang “Peg O' Mv Heart' which Knights of Pythias will attend in a cruiting For the Church."
was
followed
bv
a
group
of
Irish
songs
Frank Peabody has been ill
invited to be guests of Mrs. Belle for a week in buying for her shop. at 12; B.Y.P.U. at 6, subject, "Desir
body, also the Sisterhood and Grange
The date of the Woman's Club play
Bowley, Talbot avenue, Monday aft Mrs. Johnson will be accompanied by able Qualities in National Leaders,” which were warmly received. Then Pupils of the schools will occupy the
the freshmen from Holland did a
will be announced soon.
ernoon, to sew patchwork. Picnic Miss Polly Crookett.
Gordon Greenlaw leader, evening wooden shoe dance and the Freshmen center scats. A program of excep
Mrs. William Lawry was well re
supper will be served.
service will be in celebration of Wash
tional interest is arranged.
membered Monday, receiving several
Mrs. Austin Brewer, Mrs. Donald ington's Birthday with special exer 1 boys presented a Jazz Orchestra with
Albert Pease has taken apartments Perry, Mrs. Delilah Cunningham. Mrs. cise by boys of the third grade, men’s some assistance from the Boys' Band. BhKKSIlIRE MUTUAL LIKE INS. CO. cards in honor of her 85th birthdav
anniversary. Last but not least, she
at the Foss House for the winter.
John Watts. Mrs. M. F. Dick. O. B. chorus and orchestra, question, “Do All the booths were well patronized
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
was much pleased with a pretty
Kalloch and Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker We Have As Great Leaders Today?” and a rushing business was done with
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
NOW SHOWING
In observance of the George Wash carried off highest honors at the boys' handwork class Monday at 4 hot dogs and ice cream.
Real Estate .................................. $36,555 19 birthday cake presented her by Mrs.
‘‘MAN I KILLED"
The climax of the celebration was Mortgage Loans
7 720 00 Howard A. Welch.
ington Bi-Centennial Rounds Mothers bridge party given by the BPW Club p. m.; Trytohelp Club Monday eve
Loans
38.000 00
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett returned
Class presented this program Wed Thursday evening with Mrs. June ning at home of Mrs. Irvin Cain; the Karnival ball Friday evening. Al Collateral
witl*
Stocks
and
Bonds
583.815
00
South Dresden
nesday evening at the home of Mrs. Kalloch as hostess. There were four Tuesday at 7, meeting of the World Rougier's orchestra was in fine form Cash In Office and Bank
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
85.408 36 Wednesday from
and the floor, relieved of the debris Agents' Balances
W. S. Cameron, Broadway: “Mary tables. Mrs. Kalloch proved herself
83 372 85 where she had been called by the
Wide Guild at the parsonage- ladies' accumulated during the afternoon Interest and Rents
5.466 17 death of her mother. Mrs. Vesta
Ball Washington. Mother and Wife,” a charming hostess.
All
other
Assets
4.068 12 Siegars.
circle
meets
Wednesday;
prayer
meet

A Paramount Publix Theatre
was well smoothed. Gav gowns, con
by Mrs. Chauncey Keene; “The
ing
Thursday
at
7.
fetti and balloons made a brilliant
The Twelve Club enjoyed a costume
Home-Making of Martha and George
Gross Assets .......... ....... .
$844 405 69
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowlc. min color effect. The last strains of the Dt duct Items not admitted
16. 856 12 party Wednesday evening at the home ,
Washington," by Mrs. David S.
ister: Sunday, service at 10.20, ser “Good Night Waltz" brought to a
Beach; “George Washington As a
57 1 of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Spear, Oliver
$827.
Admitted
.........................
549
mon subject, "First On the Honor close one of the most successful school
Father," by Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr.;
Libby winning the first prize for the
LIABILITIES
DEC
1931
... All you’ve hoped for in a
Kinnv
'
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
Roll;" Sunday school at 11.45; Ep events since the advent of K PP- I Net Unpaid Losses
and “Last Years at Mt. Vernon,” by
most unique dress. Bridge honors
03:
.
$32,
494
worth League at 8; evening service at Ki Yi.
Cough Drop—medicated with
Mrs. Ralph A. Smith. The luncheon
Unearned Premiums
526, 704 67 went to Mrs. Emma Norwood and
7, special music, subject "Kineking
Performance, at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
ingredients of
table featured patriotic decorations.
Students in charge of the affair au othpr Liabilities
15 477 04 Oliver Libby and Mrs. Lottie Spear
At the Door;” Wednesday, al! day were:
I Surplus over all I.labllltle
252 873 83 and A. V. McIntyre. Refreshments
Continuous Washington'* Birthday
Mrs. Cameron was assisted bv Mrs.
session of ladies' aid; Thursday eve
Beach. Mrs. Moran, Mrs. John G
and Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
General chairman, Merton Haskell;
> VapoRub
i $827 549 57 i were served by Mrs. Spear assisted by
ning, prayer meeting
Snow and Mrs. L. B. Cook.
publicity chairman, Lucy French;
22-S-28 Mrs. Libby and Mrs. McIntyre.
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FEBRUARY 23-27, INCLUSIVE

LAMB’S

Has Always Enjoyed the Reputa

tion of Doing Only First Class
Work. A Dress, Suit, Coat or Hat

Cleaned at

LAMB’S

Always Comes Rack To You Clean,

Odorless and Refinished To Look
As Good As New.
Your Neighbor Is Taking Advan

tage of Our Exceptional Offers.
Are You?

“OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS ARE WORTHWHILE MONEY SAVING OPPORTUNITIES” .

PHONE US AT 69

Cleaning

LAMB’S

Dyeing

COAST GUARD BALL

TODAY
TIM MeCOY
in
“SHOTGUN PASS"

VICKS COUGH DROP

WICKS

PAR 2
A

Paramount Publix Theatre

Pa»e Eight

Every-Other-Day
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I.
' was completed and went into opera
tion officially Feb. 1.
Howard Colbeth, Thomas Flana, gan and F. I. Phippery who installed
(By Horace Booth)
(By Mary Haskell)
the radio beacon and electric light at
Mount Desert Rock went to Portland
Feb. 2, aboard the tender Ilex.
(Continued from Page One)
attitude toward political relations
(Continued from Page One)
: by the wealth of the government as
What our lightkeepcrs and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
The keepers very much appreciated
with Europe, through the World
a whole.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
the reading matter dropped bv Capt. if he knows that a great nation is
ots. Thomas Jefferson followed the Court and the League of Nations,
Thus Washington’s struggle for wonderful example which had been
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Wincapaw and want to thank him in back of him rather than a whole
can be directly attributed to Wash
through this column.
; group of small countries. It is to unity of government is one of the set forth. He looked into the needs ington. For he especially warned us
things
which
makes
us
a
great
na

* * * *
j his advantage to work and strive for
of his country, and acted for the against alliances with foreign na
tion today.
interests of the nation rather than tions.
Two Bush
! unity of government.
Washington
also
mentioned
four
Boon Island
was transferred and promoted to prin
for himself. Benjamin Franklin was
J. L. PenDell. assistant keeper, reMore important, however, is the, .
- — — -- ---In the last great war there came to
The people on this little rocky cipal keeper of The Cuckolds Signal turned to the station from Limerick unity of government in relation to {,"nc‘pa,1 causes for disturbance in likewise devoted to the cause which view striking evidence of the Ameri
! sections. If each of the forty-eight
Union. First, geographical dis- Washington had set forth. Every can sense of patriotism and good
island very much enjoy reading the Station, and established the place, Feb. 10.
Chester Wall of Spruce Head was states of the United States were crimination or the misrepresentation great man of those times was also will. On every side were examples of
lighthouse news. Coast guard stations which had been under construction
get busy not many letters coming in for two years. From The Cuckolds a visitor at the light for a few days separate countries, where would we of the opinions and aims of other instilled with the spirit of brother sacrifice for public good. The youth
I be? There would surely be wars districts; second, obstruction to the hood and patriotism. They had seen and men of the nation offered their
from you. Reading this column is the I was transferred to the Range Light last week.
An amateur broadcasting station going on all the time between the execution of the laws; third, absolute the necessity of harmony and love lives to the fatherland. The people
next best thing to seeing old friends. on the Kennebec River, having been
The folks here are beginning to think ordered to report there March 25. has been installed at the light The states. Then, too, if a state were at ruling of a few' who might corrupt of country.
who remained at home were willing
war with its neighbor, it would probgovernment; and fourth, the too
These exalted traditions have been to undergo privations for the na
of spring painting, polishing up the 1898 and was the first keeper of that call letters are W1DNA.
station,
it
having
been
built
the
year
ably buy goods from another state frequent alteration of the constitu- passed from hand to hand by each tional cause.
• • • •
brasswork, etc. Spring you know, is
much cheaper than usual and thus tionsucceeding generation. Perhaps the
just around the corner. It is a busy before. Remained at the Range
How great a resemblance this
Little
River
another war would be started. If we
The last topic is probably the most most outstanding example of the spirit has to the spirit which Wash
time for the women as well as the Lights for more than 23 years, and
FROM
Twenty-four
years
ago.
Feb
keepers. They are planning a general tllen was ordered to report to this
had forty-eight armies and fifteen interesting of the four to us right Washington spirit, which there has ington put into the hearts of the
Willis
Corbett
landed
at
Saddleback
upheaval indoors very soon it is1 station September 1921.
or more navies what chance would now. He told the people to be sure been in later times, is Abraham Lin colonials! Indeed there is a re
"There is a lot of passing on the Ledge Light Station. From there he we have if we were attacked by a the proposed amendment was not a coln. This noble man carried out semblance. for it is the self-same
whispered around. Women do love to
dig and clean and rearrange the fur i water here. Twenty-six boats leave went to Monhegan, thence to South well-trained army or navy. How passing fad before it was added to to a letter all the ideals of union spirit which has been handed intact
| Port Clyde harbor for the fishing ern Island then to Little River. many lighthouses would one state the constitution. This advice has and patriotism, which Washington from generation to generation down
niture.
Keeper H. I. Hutchins has been ill ' grounds every morning, weather per There
.____ „ have
. ,. been
___ . a . great manv have if we were separate countries? been heeded and in the one hundred gave to us. He showed himself ready to the present day. This spirit has
Washington D. C.—Banks should
and is at present at the U. S. Marine : fitting and return at night. Also
-.A
fnd One sec,ion would not have money and fifty years since it was given. to lay aside personal desire and been, is, and always will be in the1 be able to loan to cities and towns )
Hospital at Portland for treatment. J^re are a number of lobster smacks. one-haH v^ars o’d when her father enough t0 afford sufficient protection only nineteen amendments have labor in behalf of his country.
hearts of America, as long as the , under the Steagall-Glass bill, in the
Enroute he stopped at York Beach
,np schooners, and gasoline tank
for the lives of seamen; neither , been made. The fact that there has
Nearly every president of this na memory of Washington lasts.
I opinion of Representative Partridge |
entered
the
lighthouse
service
and
for a few davs with his family. First }cats t0 and from Portland."
could it be wealthy enough to build never yet been a repeal shows that tion has looked with respect upon the
Every American should possess in ' Tlie measure allows the federal realtogether
she
has
spent
about
33
assistant keeper Battv is in charge,-------------------------------------------------vears of her 39 in the service. She bridges or good roads for the'people , this advice was good and that it war admonitions and examples of Wash his heart a profound gratitude for i serve banks to rediscount more kinds
of the station during Mr. Hutchins
wonders if Uncle Sam will ever pen on the land. The central states with ' to the country's advantage to heed ington. They have tried to fulfill this heritage which has been passed j of paper. This, it is expected, will let
absence. All hope he is soon back
no communication by water would j it. None of the amendments have their duties, looking ever back to the down to him by all the generations the banks borrow on some of their
sion
off the women folks.
again.
be at a great disadvantage because , yet proved to be a “passing fad.” first man of the country for advice.
since the time of Washington. He 1 less liquid assets, and this in turn
The
Eastern
Prince
passed
here
go

Assistant Keeper Dalzell's mother
they would have to rely on a section i This is an argument used against the
In the present day there are marked should respect and cherish these . will put banks in a better position to
ing
west,
one
day
last
week.
There
is
is visiting relatives in Rockland.
very littlepassing by justnow.
The
good ports. repeal of the prohibition amend- evidences of the influence which noble ideals, and strive to carry them ’ loan to cities and towns.
Mrs. Fred Batty spent the week at
fish havebeenvery scarcehere the ■
A11 thls sums UP t0 unity of gov- ment. The public says that it has Washington's advice has had. Our out in every way possible.
"I think the measure should prove
Portland with her sister. She was
last two weeks, andmanv of thefish-| ernment" If the individuals stick never been done before but I have
an aid in the depression, and it ought
called there bv the illness of her
ing boats are going up to the west- toother the sections are strength-; always heard it said that there is alto prove a rather immediate help. It
daughter Florence.
OPENS NEXT MONDAY
WINNING ESSAYS
vard
'
ened; if the sections strive for unity. I ways a first time to everything.
is calculated to let banks get some of
Traffic out this wav is very scanty
there will be a strong federal gov-! Thus it is that the advice and inthe cash they have been wanting.
at present. During the spring and
ernment;
then
in
turn
again,
the
inI
structions
Washington
then
gave
in

Observance of Washington Result of Recent Contest At They can borrow on some of their
The Curkolds
summer numberless boats came out
dividuals
and
sections
are
benefited
,
fluence
our
lives
today.
assets, which have been good assets
Assistant Keeper Harold Seavey has
around the island, nearly all from
Bi-Centennial Inaugurated
High School With $30 in but not, in the present situation,
York Harbor and York Beach. Some An Unknown Sailor's Grave On Duck bought a 15-foot row boat in which
liquid assets," declared Mr. Part
he expects later to install an out OUR PUCKSTERS WON
Island
A WASHINGTON DAY
With Hoover’s Address
are pleasure boats, some lobster fish
Prizes Involved
ridge.
board motor.
ermen, but all very interesting to
* * ♦ *
All members of both families at
Pupils Of Crescent Street School President Hoover will officially Washington prize essays, submitwatch. Many mackerel seiners also
Hendricks Head
this station are convalescing from flu. Score Five Goals While Their
Present An Interesting Program open the nine-months, nation-wide ^d bv students of Rockland High "The foremost figures in New Engare out and it is fun to watch them
Keepers Elliot and Seavey were
set and haul their nets. They provide
_
... , . .
_.
. . School were adjudged vesterdav bv land wholesale liquor distribution,
Keeper and Mrs. C. L. Knight and
Bath Rivals Shoot In A Washington program was pre George
Washington
Bicentennial
H H Marr Migs Arina Coughlin j were convicted in the District Court
a mess of nice fresh mackerel any daughter Rosa attended the supper sorry to hear of Capt, Wincapaw's ac
cident and wish to extend sympathy
sented at the Crescent Street school celebration at noon Feb. 22, when he and Judge Edward K. Gould, and so | at Portland," says the Bureau of Pro
time the station family care for them.
“
Vain
yesterday under the direction of the will deliver his George Washington keen was the competition that the i hibition, summarizing cases institutOut of the ocean and into the frying given Feb. 8 by the local firemen in through this column.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Lyle are visiting
pan, so to speak, and eaten'so fresh the interests of the church. More
The Rockland High hockey team teachers, Sally Dyer and Hope Adams, address before a joint meeting of i naming of the winners was found to ed or completed last month in the
thev are most delicious.
than 120 tickets were sold, although their daughter Mrs. E. D. Elliot. won its second game of the season at The program follows:
Congress, assembled in the House of j be no easy matter. The awards as ' Maine administrative district. The
■ Bureau’s account follows:
Many visitors also come during the not quite that number were at the They have been 25 years in Belling Community Park last night at the
Flag salute, America, and American Representatives in the Capitol. The j finally made were:
ham.
Wash.,
and
California,
coming
summer, who wish to go up into the tables. More than $50 was cleared.
expense of the Morse High sextet of Creed, Sub-Primary and Grade One: Judges of the Supreme Court, mem- I
“Jan. 15, Oscar Bennoyer of Fall
Bovs' Division
East to Boston last June.
Bath by a decisive score of 5 to 0 greeting, Eleanor Young; Good or bers of the Cabinet, foreign diplo- j
tower and get other glimpses of light- _,
, j ,
„
,
! River, Mass., and Abraham GreenFirst—Horace Booth.
house life. The tower is very taU and The three retnalned for a lew of the
Keeper Elliot had dinner Sundav Displaying a fast passing attack that Great. Joyce Cables; A Little Boy's mats and many other distinguished
field, of Tiverton, R. I., the foremost
one gets a wonderful view from it. The dances that followed. Then the with Mr. and Mrs. Scott Grey at would have meant manv more scores Hatchet Story. Harold Richards; A visitors also will be present, and pie - Second—Robert Allen.
figures in New England wholesale
Third
—
John
Lacrosse.
Newagen.
sunsets are verv beautiful. Mrs. kc€Per and his wife returned to the
except for the capable goal minding Young Patriot, Raymond Bourjette; address will be carried to every cor
liquor distribution, were convicted in
The fog signal report at this station of Allen. Bath goalie, the local puck- If Washington Were Here. Frances ner of America over a nation-wide |
Hutchins has written a poem. "A , station, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs
the District Court at Portland, on
Girls’ Division
Lighthouse Sunset." which was read Atkinson, where whist and English is 91 hours from Feb. 2, to Feb. 12.
men took an early lead and had com Jordan, Kathleen Blackman, Clara hook-up.
] charge of conspiracy and unlawful
First—Mary Haskell?
The men at Newagen have started mand of the situation throughout the Cotton and Adelma Smalley; Wash
over the air by "Big Brother” Bob rummy were engaged in during the
transportation. Each was sentenced
Following his address. PresidentI' Second—Helen deRochemont.
cutting ice.
Emery. The sky pictures are all the , remainder of the evening,
ington and Lincoln, Barbara Parsons: Hoover will be escorted to the East
; to a term of two years in the Federal
evening.
Third—Fern Brown.
Mrs. Ruth Lewis and daughter
poem says and more, for mere words ' The 8°in8 by auto, between here
Fisher, Rockland wingman, led the Flag Song, Grade One; The Good Old steps of the Capitol, and will give the |
Penitentiary and in addition, Ben
Honorable Mention—Girls
cannot describe their beauty. The and the postoffice is at present some- Marianne who own a large cottage Orange and Black scoring attack with Times, Pauline Beal: song, Little signal for the singing of "America" i
noyer was fined $2000."
sea also either calm or angry is thing like riding on the cars, although here have arrived to get their cottage three goals to his credit, while the George Washington Sub-Primarv; A by a chorus of 10.000 voices. It is ■ First—Carol Gardner-.
• • • •
fascinating. There is something about no{ as smooth. The wheels take a rut in readiness for summer.
work of the rest of his mates as a unit Small Patriot. Norma Blom; Some expected that millions of people will i Second—Eleanor Tibbetts.
The
proposed
one cent federal
At 6 p. m. Tuesday the Kickapoo was very good. Besides the work of Day. Robert Bourjette; A Hero, Irvit that holds one. and makes one an«i the car becomes self steering,
join in this “sing" as it comes over
Honorable Mention—Boys
| gasoline tax would cost Maine molove it in all moods.
But the ruts are so crooked as to give Dassed this station going to Boothbay the Bath goalie, who had a very ing Small: song. Soldier Boys, Eleanor the air.
! torists an additional $1,086,790 each
First—Stanley Gay.
The letters from Rockland Break- the car the appearance of having par- Harbor.
busy evening with over 30 stops to his ! Young, Ronald Lufkin, Betty Oliver,
The great chorus gathered at the
I year, according to estimates made
*
•
•
•
Second
—
Charles
Ellis.
water are read with interest here, taken of something more lively than
credit, the performance of McCartv. Barbara Parsons and Joyce Cables; Capitol will be conducted by Walter
_____
Prizesmof $5, $3mand $2 in each class ! by the American Automobile AssoKeeper Moore and familv were neigh- gasoline as fuel.
Morse defence man. was also good Tommy’s Question. Llovd Mahonev. Damrosch and will be accompanied j were
Burnt Island. Boothbay
' computation
---------- “— is —
J~ of fered by A~ W "Gregory of! ciation. —
The
made
bors of this station a few vears a<*o
The storm of last week again sent
T'll Try, Richard Stevens; Flag
Mrs. Arthur Staples has returned The score
whpn he was keener of the Nubble! the breakers flying here. They al- home after spending a week in South Rockland (5)
Morse '(*) 'one, Joan Look. Raymond Bourjette, by the United States Army, Navy Gregory’s Clothing store, and these 1 on the basis of the 1930 gasoline conlight (Cape Neddick) York Beach, most came into the yard. But noth- Portland with her granddaughter Babbidge. rw ..................... rw, Grover Barbara Parsons, Gloria Witham. and Marine bands which will play as; were supplemented by a prize of $5 ; sumption by motor vehicles. This is
The writer used to stop there often : ’-ng so far this vear has equalled the Mrs Douglas Larrabee.
Harden, lw ...................... lw. Chenev RThard Stevens and Alfred Storer; a unit under the direction of John fOj. the best essay in each division, i the last year for which complete figPhilip Sousa. An “inaugural" crowd offered bv F. A. Winslow of The Cou-I ures are available. The proposed tax
on the way to or from Boon Island, “southeaster'' of last April. Then the
Keeper and Mrs. Staples recently Fisher, c ............................c Remolds Honor His Name. Mildred Grover. is expected to be on hand for these rier-Gazette.
' would bring to the federal govemAlso it is good to hear from A H. rollers would strike the outer Five received a letter from their son Lester Joy. rd ..........................rd. Henderson Mildred Copeland and Eleanor ceremonies.
The winning essays are today fea-! ment from Bay State motorists
Kennedy of Great Duck Island. Thev Islands, and with as much volume who is manager of the Weather Bu R. Allen, Id ..................... Id, McCarty Vnuny song Washington and the
After luncheon, President Hoover. tured in our special Washington edi- [ $5,360 830; from Connecticut motorwore at Boon Island a few vears aeo. as this tower, leap like a miehty reau office in Winslow. Arizona. If Dyer, g .................................... ” Allen Flag Bettv Oliver, Llovd Mahoney
Spares: Rockland. H. Allen,Thomas, «r,(j vir^’nia Witham: How About It. accompanied by the members of the ' tion, and the essavs which won sec | ists, $2,232,970; from Rhode Island,
,Tr. Kennedv bein'* assistant with geyser for more than 60 feet, some any of Lester's friends in Manset
Gloria Witham; Soldier Bov, Stuart United States George Washington Bi ond and third prizes will appear in i $888,320; from New Hampshire, $647,Keeper Hutchins. We m’ss our old claim 90 feet, into the air—well above would like to know his whereabouts French. Bartlett. Gross.
430 and from Vermont motorists,
Morse:
Snowden,
Fitzpatrick
Dun

friends all. Also would like to hear'the tree tops anyway,
Ames; Georgie Washington. Alfred centennial Commission and the Dis Tuesday’s issue.
they could write him at Winslow. Box
------------------I $469,980.
from Mr and Mrs Mvron Wilson of I The keeper's daughter Miss Rosa 366, and he would tell them all about can.
Storer: I ike George Washington, trict of Coiumbia George Washing
Two new associate members were; “imposition of the three federal
First Period
Mooseabec (Jonesport). This station Knight, and Misses Alvina Webber. his work there.
Virginia Witham; What a Bov Mav ton Bicentennial Commission, will go
Rockland—Fisher (unassisted) 1.04. Be. Anthony Trov; Columbus and to Mount Vernon to lay a wreath on reported at the meeting of the Speech j levies "would automatically increase
w’ll sien off now. with the best of Elsie Webber and Edith Atkinson at
Mr. Staples has begun a little inside
Penalty—None
Washington, Gloria Gordon; George the tomb of the Father of His Coun- [ Readers’ Club Wednesday. The les- ] the motor tax bill 25 per cent,” dewishes to the guardians of our coast. tended service at the Methodist painting.
i Church of Boothbav Harbor last Sun
Second Period
* * • •
Washington , the
Boy,
Charles try in the name of a united nation. I son was conducted by Mrs. Jessie \ ciares president of the A.A.A.
At 3 p. m. there will be exercises Achorn. and Mrs. A. D. Bird told two I Thomas p. Henry. "Equally serious
I day evening. They walked all the
Rockland—Harden (unassisted) 2.05 Young; Good Little George. George
Matinicus Rock
Portland Breakwater
wouid mark the entrance of the
wav over, a distance of about six
Rockland—Babbidge 'Harden) 3.31. i Walker Robert Sprowl, Lyford Con- at the Washington Monument under delightful Colonial stories. As an j
After ten days of wind and rough miles, but returned with Mr. Webber
Capt. and Mrs. John N. Burrows
Penalty—None
' arv. Richard Freedman and Stephen the auspices of the various patriotic observance of Lincoln’s birthday, Mrs federal government into a field that
weather, it looks today (Monday) as I in his auto.
were recent callers on Keeper and
Third Period
Cables: Who Knows? Gilbert Rogers; societies in the District of Columbia. Bird showed a bronze plaque of the is already overburdened with state,
if the keeper could get ashore for 1 Mrs. Knight wds at Boothbav Har Mrs. P. L. Marr.
In the evening the George Wash martyred President and several pic county, and municipal taxes,” he
Rockland—Fisher (Babbidgei 4.07. The Reason Whv. Inez Lawry: Wash
mail and supplies. Keeper and Mrs. bor last week on a shopping trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Marr and
Rockland—Fisher (unassisted) 10.08. ington's Birthdav, Arlene Fickett; ington Colonial Costume Ball will tures of Lincoln's time. Pictures of adds.
Powers celebrated their wedding an Just at present she is suffering from daughters Doris and Beatrice were
Referee: Bowden. Time 3 12's.
Jnhnnv on George Washington, Ron be held at the Mayflower Hotel under local Civil War veterans were also
The proposed federal levies on cat
niversary Feb. 7 with an ice cream ! a bad cold.
weekend guests at this station.
Rockland plays a return game in ald Lufkin: let’s Trv. Robert Paul; the auspices of the United States displayed, a photo of Rockland's Civil owners are an excise tax of five per
party which was much enjoyed.
Nearly everyone enjoys a visit to Bath this afternoon.
and the District of Columbia War nurse, Ruth Mayhew, attracting
The other night as the keeper was
Giles' Who’. Bettv Oliver.
They received many useful gifts.
Mrs. Bird’s cent on the wholesale value of pas
lighting up. he saw near the entrance a light station on a bright blue dav of
A Bo”'' Patriotism. Robert Grover; George Washington Bicentennial particular attention.
Word has come that Capt. W. R. i. to Hendricks Harbor an overturned 'unmer. One of Mrs. Marr's visitors
thought was much appreciated and senger automobiles, three per cent
Commissions.
No
effort
is
being
song.
Washington's
Birthdav.
SubNORTH CUSHING
on trucks, and two and one-half per
Keene of Southwest Harbor fell on boat with possibly a man clinging to last June aptly expressed her pleas
Primarv and Grade One: Another spared to reproduce the Colonial at contributed largely to the interest of cent on parts and accessories; fed
Garfield Dolliver is convalescing.
the ice recently and injured his hip. it. He and his son launched the ure in verses which were forwarded
Washington. Robert Sorowl; Patriots, mosphere for this occasion. The af the meeting. The meeting of Wed eral gasoline tax of one cent per gal
Miss Fern Benner passed last week Fred Tnlman Josephine. Norman fair is being managed by experts and nesday next will be devoted to ob
He is a former keeper of the light- |! dory from the boathouse and went for this column, but are unavoidably
end with Miss Arietta Maloney and and Fredrick Young; A Resolve, Ellen every State will be represented by serving the George Washington Bi- lon, and a tax of one cent a quart on
house service and was stationed on jj out to investigate. It onlv proved to deferred to a later issue.
lubricating oil.
Great Duck Island. Now he is health !| be an up-ended log with heaps of
attended the play at the Pleasant Chamberlain: How to he a Hero, especially invited guests.
««••
Centennial.
Point schoolhouse; also the church Prentiss Webber and Walter Mc
officer of Manset and Southwest i rockweed clinging to it.
While the celebration officially
Dice Head
services Sunday.
Harbor. His friends here hope for a 1 The keeper has just completed
Auliffe: song. George Washington's opens next Monday, Sunday will be
Another week has gone bv and the
speedy recovery.
School closed Friday in District 2. Birthday Sub-Primarv girls: As Joe an active day in the District of Co- j
scraping, shellacing and varnishing brief cold snap makes it look more
* * * #
The teacher, Mrs. Evelyn Dinsmore, S»es It. Linwood Young: Whv Are lumbia as well as in every city in
' the westerly chamber floor.
encouraging for the ice men. Castine
Back in 1900. many years before Mr Normal School has good attendance served dinner at the schoo’house.
We Gathered Here Today, Audrey America. The United States George 1
Indian Island
Miss Ingrid Olson and friend are Carroll, Geneva Brasier, Julian Washington Bicentennial Commis
Keeper W. F. Reed in his first letter Knight ever dreamed that he would this year and the basketball team is at her home here
Oliver. Pichard Freedman Lvford sion has suggested special religious
to this column tells how much he en I see service as a lighthouse keeper, he doing clever work. The Lions Club
Mrs. Howard Rowell and child have Conary. George Walker. Pauline Beal. services for George Washington to
joys hearing from the other light sta saw in Berlin, N. H.. a fine play en is the fourth largest in the State, and been ill.
Clara Co*ton William Widdecombe be held wherever people gather to
tions. There are four in this station titled “Uncle Terry.” It dealt with that is something to be proud of for a
and Kathleen Blackman.
worship. Response from the various
family most of the time. There is no the Hendricks Head Light Station, town of this size. They are doing
TENANT'S HARROR
church organizations to this project
telephone so they cannot talk with and later he read the book. Nowa much good. The roads are all bare
summer visitors occasionally
has been remarkable. It is probable
neighbors, and as few boats pass at, days
.
.
. .,
here and it is good automobiling in
The selectmen of St. George would
this time of year it is very quiet. I ’nquire if there was anv foundation town Some are very ill with grippe like to know the whereabouts of the
that practically all of the 232.000
Florida’s Best Climate
Someone goes to Rockport every dav | ’n fact f° *-he sf°rV- Probably the au- in different parts of the town but it Boston Post cane. Anyone having In
churches will “hold special services
Here’s a story worth repeating: Last week a rep
for the mail and once in a while the ' thor could answer that better. Then is hoped to hear that all ate better formation is asked to communicate
honoring the First President on this
More StnuKttw
Cornish or a large steamer is seen a«»in as Napoleon is claimed to have soon. It is very quiet on this station. with them.
day.
LcnSote
resentative
of the Maine Baking Co., bakers of
going up or down the bay. Keeper I said. “Hlriorv is often but fiction well Keeper King is doing a little varnish
A folk-masque written especially
Wewieriat Plod
sworn
to."
it
may
not
matter.
But
GOLDEN
HEART
BREAD, was talking over con
and Mrs. Reed enjoyed a visit from
for the United States George Wash
ing and painting and the old routine.
their little granddaughter Barbara making off for about 300 yards south
ready for a new coat of paint and
« * 4> «
ington Bicentennial Commission by
ditions in the bread line with a very prominent Rock
'ome of the rooms inside the dwelling
Gamage of Camden over the week erly of this point is a dangerous reef,
Percy MacKaye will be presented at
Saddle Bark Ledge
land grocer. The latter was speaking of the great
over which in severe southerly gales
house are being painted.
end.
Constitution Hall, Washington, D. C„
Keeper W W. Wells is back again
Mr. and Mrs. Reed enjoy their At
Mrs. Reed has a friend in Scotland the breakers curl savagely. It is
Sunday evening. The masque is en
demand
for
8op«>fc fahtae fro« pier
and a few weeks ago she sent copies claimed that during the term of the at the light after 15 days' leave of ab water Kent radio model 76 Highboy
titled “Wakefield,” named after the
. .oat. Sotf bcack, no radarof a Scotch naoer with pictures of first keeper, around Civil War time, a sence in Lubec, where he was called Mr. Reed attended the Auto Show
birthplace of George Washington,
18 *kola aoH. erao (raasa.
nearly all the lighthouses on the coast barque bringing passengers over from by the sickness and death of both his Feb. 12. at W. D. Heald's. Mrs. Reed
■seradiebaark. Swtaratee
and portrays in symbolic form the
ran*. 100 bortw Qnbitri.
of Scotland. They are very pretty, Norway got up in here during a very mother-in-iaw and his aunt. He was returned Monday afternoon having
story of George Washington. Five
heavy
winter
storm
and
struck
on
in
Rockland
Wednesday,
coming
from
spent
the
weekend
away,
taking
ad

but look more like castles than light
hundred adults and children are
that
reef.
Lubec
by
auto
and
taking
the
boat
GEORGE
KRBAMEK
vantage
of
the
Saturday
night
bar

houses.
being rehearsed for this production
The
keener
was
awakened
around
I
Sammart
Wrandotta
Hoetl.
Bellport,
LX
here.
Ernest
Mathie,
second
assist

gains
and
attending
church
services
Grippe paid a visit here the last
and the music will be furnished by
—even with other brands selling at a lower price than
midnight
by
the
discharge
of
what
ant
keeper
left
the
same
day
on
16on
Sunday.
week of January and all were glad
the United States Marine Band. It
he
took
to
be
a
shot
gun.
He
went
days
’
leave
of
absence
at
his
home
in
that asked for GOLDEN HEART BREAD, “The
when he took his departure. Soon it
is expected that this masque will be
4H***44>4»i>4“!*4"M><F<l><84“i“l>*l“84“l><l-4>'l“l><l>4-4*** produced in all the large cities of the
will be spring, and when the naint to the door, opened it. was nearly Dennysville.
BEST Bread in Maine.” He said:
• • • •
❖
brushes and whitewash are flving blown back across the floor, and be
United States during the Bi-centen
held
rockets
being
sent
up
from
a
there will be plenty of excitement.
Negro Island
nial Celebration.
point just to the southerly. He could
“Yes, I know there is great competition
* * * «
There has been no ice in Camden
1932
1732
During the week of Feb. 22, motion
do nothing to help. The next, morn harbor this winter and Keeper El
in
bread today, but remember Rockland is
Marshall Point
pictures depicting principal events
ing wreckage was coming in here, in
in the life of George Washington en
Keeper E. H. Pierce writes: “Iywon- front of the window where this is be mer Reed has been able to get mail
LOYAL
to Maine-Made products of all
titled “Washington the Man and the
der if the editor realizes how/hard ing typed, and among other pieces every day with few exceptions.
kinds.
We
get our living in Maine and we
The freight boat Cornish passes by
Capitol" and produced by Warner
it is getting items to write for the pa was a mattress carefully rolled up
Bros., will be shown in the theatres
per in these isolated places. Mrs. and bound with stout rone. He nulled on way to Camden each Tuesday and
want
to
help
those who are helping Maine
of America. Practically every mo
Pierce and I are the only ones at the it in onto the rocks with a pole and Friday morning and again Wedn»s-1J
to
GROW
...
Not only that, but Rockland
tion picture theatre in America will
station. We had a cat Buster for j Onened it Behold! there was a child day and Saturday going west. Other j .j.
large
steamboats
pass
going
to
and
*
people
are
PARTICULAR
folks. They
be booked to show the life of George
company and he died Monday from abollt two vears old within, and alive
£
pneumonia He weighed 18 pounds ; Thjs rtl|)d y,e is said to have from Searsport and Bucksport.
Washington on the screen.
want
GOOD
bread.
They
want
FRESH
Saturday the schooner George R. ❖
••««and was eight years old. Do we miss j brought up as his own daughter and
Bradford
passed
by
with
coal
for
BREAD.
They
know
they
will
get
BOTH
him? Oh well, we have to forget him. she was the Tillv of the story entitled
Which Is Correct?
The news from the White Head Coast “Uncle Terry.” to be found at almost George H Thomas, coal dealer of +
in
Golden
Heart
Bread.
And
remember
I
The Boston Post received this
Guard is interesting Caot. Mills and anv public library nowadays. It is Camden. She left again Monday go- *
query:
ing
west.
*
eat
it
in
my
own
home,
too.
It
’
s
sure
a
Mr. Carter at the station are very claimed bv some who should know
What came near being a serious ac- +
“Sir—Is it correct to refer to George
good friends of mine.
that this is perfectly true- yet others
great loaf of bread. Really, it’s more like
Washington as 'Father of Our Coun
‘Economy makes Happy Homes and Sound
“Would like to have some news \ arP skeptical. This Tillv, if she cident happened Tuesday when *
George
Gra
v
in
company
with
his
son
4.
try
’
or
of
'His
Country'?
”
a
loaf of cake, it’s of such line quality.”
from the Halfwav Rock Station, as actually existed was the sole survivor
It started, the editor says, when
Nations”
that was my first detail in the service of that wreck It is certain that there and Mr. Pendleton, on way from ❖
Gen. Knox, in a letter addressed to
I was sent there for duty as assistant have been serious wrecks close bv Seven Hundred Acre Island to Cam-: X
Well, folks, that was a nice thing to say. And it
Washington himself, addressed him
keeper in April, 1891. Dec. 15, 1892 b^re. with ’oss of life, especially on nr den in a small boat collided with a 1 ?
—
George
Washington.
bears
out the opinion of hundreds of families, for
large
steamship
bound
west.
j
as
"Father
of
Your
Country.
”
about the CaftJedces. not auite a mile
During
the
severe
breeze
of
Feb.
17.'
IJ
Afterwards
he
was
referred
to
as
every
day in every way the sales for GOLDEN
to the southerly. Tn the book the au two small boats were seen crossing ❖
“Father of His Country.”
thor refers to th° barque's striking on the bav. Relatives were accompany-1
HEART
BREAD are getting bigger and bigger.
It may surprise some readers to
White Horse Led<?e. and prior to com
know that the same title had previ
For RHEUMATISM take ir>o- bp-p tbp writer had a’wavs sup ing the body of Mrs. Ada F. Ravnes. I <■
A
Steady Growing Savings Account in the
who died in Camden Feb. 15. to Eagle •••
ously been bestowed on several other
posed he meant one of the Cat Ledges. Island where she was buried.
IJ
men. including Gov. Winthrop of
••••
Keeper Reed was interested in Duck j <•
Massachusetts.
Mt. Desert
Island news as he was appointed sec- *;*
SPECIAL COMPOUND
The dreadful sounds we sometimes
The lighthouse and coast guard ond assistant of that light in 1901 and IJ
You will not regret it. For sale at ail
* hear over the radio are caused by
there two years. He then was •F
Made In Maine From Products Bought From Maine
Makes
Happy
Homes
and
a
Secure
Future.
+
leading drug stores. Let us send you column has Droved to be very inter lived
appointed first assistant at White f
f sun-spots, an astronomer believes. I
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab esting and the folks at this station Head.
Concerns—It’s “The BEST Bread In Maine"
*
hone it will continue.
<8 heard one sun-spot last night that
bot Village, Me.
Sprint work has begun here. The ♦
The installation of the radio bea
22-lt
T was a soDrano, and one tftat was a
tenor—Detroit News.
con and electric light at this station tower floor was scraped this week 4.4>4.4*4>4>4><H>4>*4**<t.4>(

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

WASHINGTON ESSAY

WASHINGTON ESSAY

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

“ROCKLAND PEOPLE ARE
LOYAL TO MAINE”

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

BUXTON’S

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

